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This thesis involved three categories of activity; development and
testing of an expanded version of ELECTRE II, also the development of a
computer software program for ELECTRE II.
The expanded version of ELECTRE II took the form of an input

aidin~

questionnaire along with a tailored structure to suit a particular problem.

The contents of the questionnaire were based on geueral problem

solving concepts (techniques, strategies) gleaned from the systems science
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literature.

This questionnaire assumed a programmed instruction format

in contrast to that of an interactive computer software package, so that
it would not be prohibitive in terms of expenses in its use.
The second part of the research was the comparative testing of
group decision quality.

Improved ELECTRE II was compared to a competitive

method called SPAN, regular ELECTRE II, and unaided group decision-making.
The effectiveness of the improved "Front End" ELECTRE II was tested as
follows:
TREATMENT
Group A

Decision using ELECTRE II with the improved
Front End.

CONTROLS
Group B

Unaided decision.

Group C

Decision using regular ELECTRE II.

Group D

Decision using "SPAN" consensus taking method.

The hypothesis that ELECTRE II and Front End ELECTRE II provide
equally good bases for group decision making as SPAN (which had numerous
claims for its effectiveness), was tested using appropriate statistical
methods.

Results of the experiments showed that the regular ELECTRE II

did not perform as well as SPAN.

However, the improved version of ELEC-

TRE II developed for this thesis did perform as well as but not better
than SPAN.

It is important to note, however, that the "experimental"

task was clearly not favorable to ELECTRE II.

Had the task displayed

more complexity, we believe the improved version of ELECTRE II would have
outperformed SPAN.
We feel that our results provide evidence for the value of this improved version of ELECTRE II which, we hope, will lead to its widespread use.
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THESIS OVERVIEW
NATURE OF IMPORTANT DECISIONS
Many of the really important decision situations are characterized by multiple,and often conflicting,objectives which need to be
optimized jointly.

For example, the U.S. Forest Service must decide

how to reach its "multiple use" obj ectives, or a group must select the
"best" of, say, five alternatives where each alternative may be superior
in some dimensions of evaluation but inferior in others.

Any method

which could be shown to help produce superior decisions in such circumstances would be of great interest and potential value to society.
ELECTRE II
ELECTRE II (ELimination and (!t in French) fhoice lranslating
REality) is one quantitative method which has been devised to aid
decision making where there may be multiple objectives.

Unlike methods

which merely select an alternative based on the highest total (summed)
score (on multiple evaluation criteria, weighted or unweighted),
ELECTRE II provides an explicit algorithm for dealing with the amount
of agreement (concordance test) and the number of instances and strength
of disagreement (discordance test).

As with statistical significance

testing, threshold levels may be set (or experimented with) in order
to determine the extent to which a clearly preferred alternative does
or does not exist.
A variety of other epproaches to decision making under conditions

xiv
of multiple options and multiple evaluation criteria are available.
ELECTRE II appears to be particularly appropriate in situations where:
a)

Choice alternatives are inherently difficult to compare.

b)

The decision maker(s) is (are) unwilling or unable to arrive
at preference decisions on all criteria for all choice alternatives.

ELECTRE II has been applied to problems such as media planning and
ranking of long-range water resource development plans.
LIMITATIONS
A major weakness of ELECTRE II (and other multiple criteria optimization methods) lies in its "front end" - that is, the portion of the
method in which choice alternatives and evaluation criteria are generated for data input.

Better methods are needed for:

a)

Developing the relevant evaluation criteria to be used in a
decision situation.

b)

Helping the decision-maker to explore and discover his own
preference.

In order to have ELECTRE II be a practical tool, several problems
needed to be solved.

First, a practical and effective methodology for

improving the scope and quality of data input to ELECTRE II had to be
developed and programmed.

[The computer program was not available; it

is kept confidential in Paris.]

Finally, both the original and the im-

proved version of ELECTRE II has to be tested to demonstrate the effectiveness of the improvement.
NATURE OF RESEARCH
The research involved three categories of activity:
1.

Development of a "front end" for ELECTRE II.
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The "front end" presented herein takes the form of a questionnaire
in a programmed-instruction format, along with a tailored structure to
suit a particular problem.
The author believes that this modification makes a significant step
toward turning the ELECTRE II technique into a practical decision-making
tool.
2.

Development of a computer software program to carry out the

ELECTRE II methodology.
3.

Testing the augmented ELECTRE II

1

method against a competitive

method called SPAN, the unimproved version of ELECTRE II, and unaided
group decision-making.
Hopefully, the results presented herein will provide evidence of
the value of this new decision methodology and will lead to its widespread use.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The ELECTRE II input aiding questionnaire structure and the abbreviated version that is tailored to the particular problem were developed.

The tailored version with ELECTRE II was pilot tested.

The effectiveness of the improved "front end" for ELECTRE II was
as follows:
TREATMENT

Group A

1

Decision using ELECTRE II with the improved
Front End.

The names: Augmented ELECTRE II, improved ELECTRE II, Front End
ELECTRE II, and F.E. ELECTRE II are used interchangeably throughout the
thesis.
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CONTROLS
Group B

Unaided decision.

Group C

Decision using regular ELECTRE II.

Group D

Decision using "SPAN" consensus taking method.

Measures included such things as decision adequacy index scores
for the individuals and for the groups (this index is expressed in terms
of the summed deviations between the individual's rankings and that of
the NASA experts) and group resources (individual averages).

The above

measures expressed the decision quality in terms of a known outcome
(via a controlled laboratory policy problem - the NASA moon survival
exercise).
THE PROBLEM
1.

Will the decision quality resulting from Front End ELECTRE II,

ELECTRE II and "any" group method be equivalent in a NASA task as measured by the decision adequacy index scores?

The significant differences

among the three methods will be tested using an analysis of variance test.
2.

Will the decision quality resulting from Front End ELECTRE II

be equivalent to the results obtained by Gilmartin (1974) as measured by
the decision adequacy index scores?

The significant differences among

the two methods will be tested using at-test.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH
Multiple and conflicting objective optimization is an important
class of decision problems.
within such a context.

Critical policy decisions are often made

ELECTRE II is a promising "optimization"
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technique for such problems but needs an improved methodology for developing evaluation criteria and eliciting preferences.
The developmental phase of this research contributed the following:
a) an improved "front end" for ELECTRE II consisting of an input
aiding questionnaire in a programmed-instruction format to improve input data, both in its scope and quality.
b)

A software package to actually run ELECTRE II.

The testing phase of this research consisted of the following:
a)

Testing ELECTRE II in terms of objective measures of decision
quality.

b)

Testing ELECTRE II with an improved "front end."

c)

Testing ELECTRE II against realistic "controls" (1. e. a competitive alternative methodology) rather than naive "controls"
alone.

The results of this development and testing provide an improved
version of ELECTRE II and evidence of its advantages that should support
more widespread use of this method to deal with important policy decisions.
Newness of Testing
To the author's knowledge, no prior controlled test of ELECTRE II
has ever been performed; particularly to compare it with other techniques,
such as SPAN.
IMPORTANCE OF THE CONTRIBUTION
The importance and need of this research is vital with today's complexities. ELECTRE II is a decision aiding instrument that could be
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exploited in varied applications because of the generality of problems
it attempts to resolve and the simplicity of procedure it utilizes.

The

importance of such a technique could become more apparent with its use in
potential applications such as:

choice of regional or urban development

projects, selection of research projects or organizational development,
elaboration of equipment plan or heavy investment, recruiting of personnel, different computer configurations, marketing and publicity.
The difficu1ites associated with any multi-criterion analysis justify the importance of the "Front End" ELECTRE II.

De Montgolfier (Ber-

tier and De Montgolfier, 1973) states that there is a difficulty in selecting an optimum number of points of view.

Castano (1975) sees that

the assumption that preferences are known is another difficulty.

Duck-

stein (1976) states that we have to start with good data.
Martin (1976) and the author of this work are aware of the scarcity of methods that generate new items and stimulate new solutions.
Among the few available techniques are general brainstorming and the
class of methods known collectively as Delphi.
From the above, we see the importance of the "Front End" ELECTRE II.
Importance of the Contribution in Terms of Group Decision Making
According to Gilmartin (1974), one of the major tasks of group
decision making per se is to surpass the quality of the decisions obtained from averaging the scores of individuals forming the group.

Any

method of group decision making must establish that it can significantly
upgrade the performance of the group resources before it can be a useful
means of decision making.
The importance of SPAN appeared in such a context.

It upgraded
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the performance of the group as compared to the averages of the individual scores of the group members.
We tested Front End ELECTRE II and ELECTRE II with the NASA task
in order to compare them with SPAN (the effectiveness of SPAN in solving
the NASA task was investigated by Gilmartin in 1974).

Yet, the specific

task used in these tests is relatively trivial, as compared to the potentialities of ELECTRE II.

ELECTRE II is most useful in complex situ-

ations where the. data are not easily comparable, or in problems that cannot be solved unaided.

Yet, if this technique proves helpful in simple

problems like the one tested here, we then can argue for its widespread
use for minor group decision as well as for more complex policy issues.
The currently available group decision making methods improve the
quality of decisions substantially.
grading) human intelligence.

This is tantamount to enhancing (up-

With further development, such techniques

are expected to improve to a point where they will revolutionize the decision making quality output.
If SPAN increases the effective LQ. of the problem solving group
as claimed by its developers; ELECTRE II might do the same for complex
problems (i.e. those policy issues which cannot be crammed into an optimization technique).

So any slight improvement in these policies or strat-

egies will constitute substantial contribution.

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
This investigation centers on the development and testing of a
refined procedure for applying a quantitative method for "optimization"l
of mUltiple objectives (ELECTRE II:

ELimination and (!t in French)

Choice !ranslating REality).
INTRODUCTION
A serious problem vhich exists today concerns the ability of decision makers to make decisions which involve multi-criteria or multiobjective optimization.

Complex real life systems, which must be dealt

with, require the optimization of many objective functions often contradictory or incommensurable.
These objectives or criteria can take diverse forms:

They can re-

present different characteristics, they can reflect different appreciations of non-quantifiable factors, they can represent different levels
of accomplishment of objectives, or they can represent values resulting
from economic calculations.
Thus procedures for optimizing a single, well-defined objective
function are not applicable in many decision making situations.

The

lELECTRE II "optimizes" in the sense that i t systematically seeks
out the most preferred alternatives (most preferred being defined as most
concordance and least discordance with a specific hypothesis [a specific
hypothesis is a particular set of weights for the criteria used]).
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three major characteristics of problems where multi-criteria approaches
are needed are:
1.

(Roy and Bertier, 1973)

First, an imperfect knowledge of the preferences of the
decision maker (DM); principally how a simultaneous gain
with respect to one criterion and losses with respect to
other criteria may be obtained while taking into account
their amplitudes and the different levels at which these
gains and losses are situated.

2.

Then, imprecise information with which to characterize
each object according to each criterion (including subjective judgments, crude evaluations, approximate calculations, etc ••• ).

3.

Lack of independence of the contribution of each criterion
to the global utility of an alternative.

Usually, tech-

niques based on utility functions require the hypothesis of
such independence of contribution.
ELECTRE is a technique for multiple objective optimization which
meets these needs.

ELECTRE I permitted the DM to choose a sub-set of

alternatives containing the most interesting objects and the least comparable (most diversified).

It was shown, however, to be preferable

for the DM to dispose, of a real taxonomy of objects, instead of a single
dichotomy separating the good from the less good.
fruit of such observations.

ELECTRE II is the
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EXISTING DIFFICULTIES
Three main difficult tasks arise in any multi-criterion analysis
(Bertier and De Montgo1fier, 1970).
1.

To select "good" points of view, neither too many as to render
the analysis infeasible, nor so few as to ignore some important
aspects of the problem.

A viewpoint is any aspect of reality

that the client considers relevant while examining the choice
between projects.
2.

To express the selected point of view in terms of criteria.
One can distinguish between nominal criteria expressing typological points of view (such as the variable color), ordinal
criteria expressing qualitative points of view (such as variables with values "very good, good, bad, very bad"), and cardinal criteria which express quantitative ones (such as number
of people, a length, a price), (Bertier and De Montgo1fier,
1973).

3.

To find a way to compare the specified criteria.

Castano,

(1975) indicates that a severe limiting factor in the applicability of the ELECTRE method lies in the assumption that
the preferences among the attributes or viewpoints is known.
TYPES OF PROBLEM SITUATIONS SUITED TO ELECTRE II
While a variety of other approaches to multiple objective optimization are available, ELECTRE II appears to be the most appropriate in situations where:

choice alternatives are inherently difficult to compare,
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and where the DM(s) is(are) unwilling or unable to arrive at preference
decisions on all criteria for all choice alternatives.

Some of the sig-

nificant characteristics of problems, users (DM), and situations inwhich
the use of ELECTRE II seem particularly appropriate are:
Problem Characteristics:
1.

The task is to rank-order a number of alternative projects.

2.

Each project is evaluated according to a number of distinct
criteria of performance.

3.

The extent to which the different projects fulfill such criteria is not readily obvious.

User Characteristics:
The structure of the method allows for application by users with
average sophistication.

The Front End, developed in this work, makes

it even more accessible to users with moderate skills.

The input formats

are easy to fill, the conceptual structure is easy to grasp and the user
does not interface with the mathematical manipulation.
Situational Characteristics:
A certain amount of time is required to understand the basics of
its use, (our subjects used 4 minutes for 15 x 5 matrix; this amount of
time was barely adequate).

Ad hoc groups that are meeting for one hour

are not recommended but they might succeed.
ELECTRE II is very inexpensive to operate (costs $2 for compilation, and few cents per run).
able.

But it requires that a computer be avail-
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It can be used by public and private sectors and large and small
organizations.

It can be used by politicians to select the best strat-

egies for campaigning.

Finally, it can be used by anyone interested in

reaching the best solution in terms of preference mapping structure.
ELECTRE II has been applied to problems such as:

multi-criterion

ranking and choice of long-range water resource development plans (Duckstein, 1975), as a general exploration tool, and in choice of regional
or urban development projects.

(Good data is necessary in such tasks).

CHAPTER II
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
A variety of methods exist for dealing with multiple objective, multiple attribute or multiple criteria decisions.
Multiple objective problems arise in many different contexts.

Not

all multiple objective decision situations are the same, since the characteristics of both the DM (decision maker) and the environment will often
vary.

Therefore, some methods for multiple objective optimization are

more suitable under particular situations than others.
Cochrane and Zeleny, 1973, pp. 18-44).

(MacCrimmon, in

Often a combination of methods

proves more effective than a single technique applied to solve multiple
optimization problems.
MacCrimmon (in Cochrane and Zeleny, 1973) presents four broad categories for the various multiple objective optimization methods, they are:
Weighting methods., Sequential Elimination methods, Mathematical Programming methods and Spatial Proximity methods.

(Numerous sub-categories fall

under these four broad categories).
Weighting Methods:
This class of methods has received the most attention.

Although

diverse, all methods in this category have the following characteristics:
A set of available alternatives with specified attributes and
attribute values;
a process comparing attributes by obtaining numerical scalings
of attribute values (intra-attribute preferences) and numerical
weights across attributes (inter-attribute preferences);
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A w~ll-specified objective function for aggregating the preference into a single number for each alternative;
a rule for choosing the alternative (or rating the alternatives)
on the basis of the highest weight. (MacCrimmon, 1973)
Weighting methods can be grouped into three main sub-categories
shown in Figure 1.
In general, in the Simple Additive Weighting method (which is one
sub-category of the Weighting methods), the DM assigns importance or
weights to the attributes which become the coefficients of the variables.
He then obtains a total score for his attributes.

Although this tech-

nique is easy to apply and widely used, it runs the risk of ignoring the
different interactions among the attributes.
The Maximin and the Maximax methods, two other sub-categories of
Weighting methods can only be used when the attributes have a high degree
of comparability.
Sequential Elimination Methods:
These are less demanding of the decision maker than weightings
methods.

They are characterized by:

A set of available alternatives with specified attributes and
attribute values;
scalings, perhaps only ordinal, of attribute values (intraattribute preferences) and in some cases an ordering across
attributes;
a set of constraints (but in some cases empty) across attributes;
a process for sequentially comparing alternatives on the basis
of attribute values so then alternatives can be either eliminated or retained. (MacCrimmon, 1973).
According to MacCrimmon, (1973) there are four Sequential Elimination methods, that can be grouped into three main sub-categories (shown
in Figure 1).
Dominance, sub-category of Sequential Elimination methods, is
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also widely used; but unfortunately often does not succeed in eliminating very many alternatives.
Mathematical Programming Methods:
This class of programming methods has recently begun to receive
much attention.

It has the following characteristics:

An infinite, or very large, set of alternatives which are inferable from a set description (i.e. constraints specified on
the attribute values);
a set of technological (or sometimes preference) constraints;
an objective function, either global or local, that is compensatory;
an algorithm to generate more preferred points in order to converge to an optimum. (MacCrimmon, 1973)
There is only one method in each sub-category (shown in Figure 1).
Interactive Multi-criteria Programming (a sub-category of mathematical programming methods), consists of different iterations made up
of a calculation phase and a decision-making phase, until an optimal solution is reached.

In mathematical programming methods it is preferred

that the objective function be put in linear form.
Spatial Proximity Methods:
These are more specialized methods that are also receiving attention.

These methods are characterized by the following:
A set of identified alternatives, in some cases with vague attribute values;
a process for obtaining intra- and inter- attribute judgments
(or perhaps just an aggregated judgment);
the construction of a spatial representation;
the identification of ideal configurations and the choice rule
based on the proximity of alternatives to these ideal configurations. (MacCrimmon, 1973).
These methods are in many ways quite different, although they share

the above properties. The sub-categories consist of the methods themselves.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Weighting Methods
1. Inferred Preferences
a. Linear regression
b. Analysis of variance
c. Quasi-linear regression
2. Directly assessed preferences: general aggregation
a. Trade-offs
b. Simple additive weighting
c. Hierarchial additive weighting
d. Quasi-additive weighting
3. Directly assessed preferences: specialized aggregation
a. Maximin
b. Maxima x
Sequential Elimination Methods
1. Alternative versus standard: comparison across attributes
a. Disjunctive and conjunctive constraints
2. Alternative versus alternative: comparison across attributes
a. Dominance
3. Alternative versus alternative: comparison across alternatives
a. Lexicl)graphy
b. Elimination by aspects
Mathematical Programming Methods
1. Global objective function
a. Linear programming
2. Goals in constraints
a. Goal programming
3. Local objectives: interactive
a. Interactive, multi-criterion programming
Spatial Proximity Methods
1. Iso-preference graphs
a. Indifference map
2. Ideal points
a. Multi-dimensional, non-metric scaling
3. Graphical preferences
a. Graphical overlays
Figure 1.

Multiple objective/multiple attribute decision methods.

1

An Indifference Map (a sub-category of Spatial Proximity methods) can
be obtained for the DM's preferences in the form of indifference surfaces
which show the combinations of attribute values that are equally preferred.

lMacCrimmon, K. R., "An Overview of Multiple Objective Decision Making",
in Cochrane, J. L. and Zeleny, M. eds., 1973, Multiple Criteria Decision
Making, University of South Carolina Press, Columbia, South Carolina, pp.
18-46.
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This technique has been used in a transportation system planning together
with graphical overlays.

Although this method has the advantage of obvi-

ating the need for a considerable past history of similar situations, it
has the disadvantage of possibly finding that the DM is unable to verbalize his true preferences.
Other multi-objective optimization techniques (Sakawa and Sawaragi,
1975; and Vemuri, 1974) require an extensive mathematical background
which is liable to scare the decision maker.

These methods refine the

concept of "optimal solution" by introducing the set of Pareto-optimal
solutions (Pareto, 1971) or the set of "noninferior solutions".

Optimi-

zation in a multiple-objective context, boils down to determining the
set of noninferior solutions

which is facilitated by relating it, in

a one-to-one manner, to a family of auxiliary scalar optimization problems, and, for a certain class of problems, the entire noninferior set
can be obtained by solving the auxiliary scalar problem.
Sakawa and Sawaragi (1975) borrow from optimal control theory to
the new class of systems, such as for example, ecological, social, economic, regional development, urban development systems, etc •.. which
change their structure in time as a result of growth, evolution, development, investments, etc ..•

Unfortunately, these methods, as previously

stated, require extensive theoretical background.
Other methods rely on building a utility function (Briskin, in
Cochrane and Zeleny, 1973, pp. 236-245).

The methods depend on estab-

lishing a generalized multi-attribute utility function in the form U
(xl' X2 '···,Xn )·
cal processes.

Utility functions may be used in all normal mathematiSeparable problems, both continuous and discrete, are

relatively easy to solve.

Inseparable problems may present difficulties
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of differential equations solutions and/or optimization.
Roy (1970) distinguishes four approaches to the problem of solving
multiple objective function, closely related to those of MacCrimmon (in
Cochrane and Zeleny, 1973).
1.

These are:

Aggregation of multiple objective functions into a unique function defining a complete preference order;

2.

Progressive definition of preference together with exploration
of the feasible set.

3.

Maximum reduction of uncertainty and incomparability;

4.

Definition of a partial order stronger than the product of the
n complete orders associated with the n objective functions.

ELECTRE II, the method chosen in this research, is defined above
in 4.

It works best with problems involving incomparable alternatives.

It is considered in cases in which the DM is able or willing to arrive
at preference decisions for only a few pairs of vectors, while for others
he is either unwilling or unable to arrive at a decision.

He may feel

that the data are too crude, or that validating the decision would require too expensive a study.

ELECTRE II also attempts to combine the

simplicity and the realism desired by the user with the elegance and
strictness demanded by theoreticians (Roy and

Berti~r,

1973).

EARLIER APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRE II
The ELECTRE II method has been applied successfully to the solution of a forest management problem (De Montgolfier, 1973).
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Duckstein (1975) made use of ELECTRE II in multi-criterion ranking
of long range water resource development plans.

Roy (1971), on the other

hand, illustrates its application with a simple example:

the choice of

one among 4 cars.
ELECTRE I was used by Buffet, Gremy, Marc and Sussmann (publication
year not available) for three different applications.
plied as media-planning modeling effort.

It was first ap-

It was later used to determine

the hierarchial importance of perceived defects in cigarettes on the basis of results of an inquiry with a sample of smokers.

It has also been

employed in the choice of a new product or a new activity for a firm.
ELECTRE II can be used by an individual or by a decision making
group.

The focus in this thesis has been on its use for group decision

making.
TEAM DECISION MAKING
One area predicted to become of major importance is decision making
as a group process.

A team approach

will not insure either downgrading

or upgrading of decision quality, (Gilmartin, 1974).

The nature of the

groups utilized and other factors tend to influence the performance of the
group.
A salient criticism (concerning social psychology) in the area of
group decision making has been raised against the nature of the groups
utilized. Lorge et a1 (1958, cited in Gilmartin, 1974) warn against the
practice of generalizing the results dealing with groups of strangers to
established groups.
An experiment conducted by Hall and Williams (1966, cited in Gilmartin, 1974) using established and experimentally created ad hoc groups
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indicate the superior decision quality produced by established groups
as compared to that of ad hoc groups.

In that experiment, ad hoc groups

handled conflict by compromise, which downgraded their group decision
quality.

In contrast, established groups responded to conflict with

creativity and subsequent quality increases in group decisions.
There are other factors that tend to influence the performance of
the group.

Gilmartin (1974) presents to us different psychological fac-

tors that tend to downgrade the final group output,and other forces that
may affect the group output in a positive manner.

He conceptualized the

group attempting to make a decision as a field of potential energy with
forces that can wove decision quality in either direction.
Forces that potentially downgrade the quality of decisions made by
the group are (Martino, 1972; Gilmartin, 1974):

the strain for conver-

gence or the apparent need of the group to coalesce.

Hall and Watson

(1970, cited in Gilmartin, 1974) hypothesized that group members need
to generate a decision as rapidly as possible and evade the responsibility of making the decision.

These groups, Hall believed, were more con-

cerned with reaching a decision than with the decision reached.
The democratic process or the technique of majority-rule and compromise to reduce conflict of opinion is another source of pressure that
tends to downgrade group decision quality, (Martino, 1972).
Williams, (1970, cited in Gilmartin, 1974), have

sho~TU

Hall and

that these tech-

niques produce group decision comparable to an average member output.
The intensity of the verbal output is another factor that may affect group decision quality, (Martino, 1972; Literature on Delphi).
Forces that affect the group output in a positive manner are the
amount and diversity of group potential.

Groups comprised of individuals
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of heterogeneous backgrounds generate

solutions more fully acceptable

to the group while having higher rating in inventiveness, (Hoffman, 1959,
Hoffman and Maier, 1961; Lorge and Solomon, 1955, 1959, 1960; Lorge et al.,
1955; Tuckmann and Lorge, 1962; all cited in Gilmartin, 1974).
SPAN, A COMPETITIVE METHOD USED AS A
CONTROL TECHNIQUE IN THIS
INVESTIGATION:
According to Gilmartin, the psychologist should intervene by attempting to develop techniques which will maximize those forces tending
to upgrade the quality of group decision.

He believes that the SPAN

technique invented by W. J. MacKinnon (1966a; 1966b; MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1969; cited in Gilmartin, 1974) is capable of maximizing the
positive forces affecting a group while at the same time eliminating
the attenuating forces.
In the SPAN investigation, groups were assessed when the label "ad
hoc" was appropriate and then again after human relations training;
other groups were assessed only after training.

According to Gilmartin,

if one of the purposes of human relations training

is to increase the

sensitivities of the members of the group to each others' abilities, this
obtained effect was as readily realized with the SPAN process.

Besides

establishing the ability to effectively use SPAN as an outcome measure
in human relations training, Gilmartin's study tested the hypothesis that
SPAN would produce superior group decisions with respect to unstructured
group discussion in both ad hoc and established groups.
The SPAN

(~ocia1 ~articipatory ~locative

!etwork) technique, which

is one of the control methods used for this thesis, has been shown to significantly improve group decision quality above the level generated by
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existing methods in groups of various sizes and with a variety of problem tasks (Hitchcock, 1967, 1971; Kelly, 1968; Willis, 1966; Willis,
Hitchcock and MacKinnon, 1969; all cited in Gilmartin, 1974).
A basic rationale of the SPAN technique is that it allows group
members to specifically assess the abilities of other group members to
solve the particular task (not only the potential solutions to the task
problem) .
In the SPAN process each member divides his parcel of power (i.e.
his vote) between two classes:
available solution to the task.
and options respectively.

the remaining group members and the
These classes are called representatives

After the initial division of parcels, the in-

dividual is permitted to specify allocations (of his vote) to specific
representatives and specific options.

The cyclic computation of the

SPAN process is computerized and results in all points passing from the
representatives category to the options category (Gilmartin, 1974), i.e.
SPAN allows bifurcated channeled allocations of portions of one's own
votes to options and/or recipients.

A confidence estimation accompanies

each allocation.
In the first empirical work with SPAN, Willis (1966) proved it to
be superior to two other techniques that permitted only direct allocations.
SPAN has also the capability to perform what Tuckman and Lorge
(1962, cited in Gilmartin) "consider one of the most important tasks
needed in group research, that of developing routes for bringing the
best individual effort [knowledge, capability] forward."

SPAN has been

tested for partial enhancement of apparent group intelligence (i.e.
quality of judgments/solutions) in various tasks such as the following:
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(¥..a.rtin, 1976):
1.

City council, planning and zoning commission budget prioritysetting exercises;

2.

a VA hospital staff effectiveness training workshop on group
problem solving (Gilmartin, 1974);

3.

an assessment of the interdependence of obstacles to investment in a central business district;

4.

for obtaining models to provide convenient and accessible library facilities for the year 2000 for a large city;

5.

as a general system planning for urban design;

6.

in a military simulation group problem solving task dealing
with mined roads (Willis, 1966);

7.

on a public safety citizens' task force regarding neighborhood
safety.

Neither SPAN nor ELECTRE II generate new items in the solution, and do
not attempt to enhance invention and creativity; hence, the potential
importance of the "Front End ELECTRE II" developed as part of this thesis.

CHAPTER III
EXPLANATION OF ELECTRE II
GENERAL STATEMENT (LAYMAN'S EXPLANATION)
ELECTRE II analyzes and structures data (including incomparable
data like different rating scales and measures.

It borrows fronl methods

of aggregation, rank ordering and graph theory.

It emphasizes convenient

manipulation of multiple points of view (i.e. different criteria, weights
and thresholds of acceptance or rejection, etc ••• ).
The method consists of developing

a1ternativ~

projects, strategies

or policies, defining different criteria, and assigning different weights
and scales for each one of these criteria.

ELECTRE II can be used to

rate each project, strategy, policy or item according to its respective
fulfillment of the various criteria.

These ratings are built according

to known "or semi-known preferences and qualitative data.
One ends up with better structured data that aids in decision making.
User Steps (i.e. Input by the Decision Maker)
The user has to imput the following:
a
1.

Judgments:
Generate alternative projects, strategies or policies to
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be evaluated.
2.

Identify the different criteria or evaluation attributes to
be used.

3.

Assign a set of weights (relative importance) to these criteria.

4.

Rate each alternative policy or project on the extent to which
it meets evaluation criteria.

The above 4 steps are subject to change and sensitivity analysis.
They can be used repetitively to explore the DM's preferences using different assumptions.
b

1.

Setting ELECTRE II Parameters (Thresholds):

1

Set the parameters of agreement of preference c , c , c ,
2
1
3
(i.e. strength of agreement of the majority point of view).

2.

Set the parameters of rejection d , d , d , (i.e. strength
1
2
3
of disagreement of the minority point of view).

3.

Set s, the number of disagreements (number of dissenting
votes).

The above 3 steps are subject to sensitivity analysis.

1

For further explanation, refer to the rest of the chapter and
appendices Band C.
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c

Individual versus Group DM use:

The individual uses ELECTRE II by filling out the input steps described above.

He may explore his preferences by watching the outcome

of his ratings and changing the thresholds if desired.
For a group to apply this method, two alternative modes of operation are available. One way is to average the individual members' inputs on
ratings and weights; another is to represent the different individual
points of view as different criteria, and the number of voters for these
points of view as weights of the criteria (see De Montgo1fier and P. Bertier, 1973).

With this latter method, objective ratings would be fur-

nished by technical experts in the usual way, and subjective ratings
would be an average of the individual ratings.
Reference Example (Grolleau and Tergny, 1971)
A convenient way to gain a deeper understanding of input to ELECTRE II is through an example.

The example consists of a rank ordering

of a regional development project in the form of a study to aid in the
selection of development strategies.
There are 7 projects:

(A, B, C, D, E, F, G) that we want to evaluate.

They could be related to education, research, sanitary control, formation of specialized personnel, etc.
the evaluation of each project.

10 criteria are considered in

Examples of some possible criteria are:

Impact due to decline of mortality rate.
perts).
Socio-economical and sanitary priorities.
Regional needs.
Technical feasibility.

(Estimated by ex-
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We have two groups of experts (with two different opinions) that
will estimate the relative importance of the various criteria.

We wish

to obtain an ordering or a classification corresponding to each of the
two groups.

(These are called "hypotheses").

The data are shown in

Table I.
TABLE I
MATRIX OF EVALUATIONS ATTRIBUTED TO
THE PROJECTS RELATIVE TO THE
10 CRITERIA

Projects

Weights
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

("hyp. " 1)

Criteria

("hyp." 2)

1

20

10

5

5

15

10

0

5

2

9

6

3

6

12

0

3

3

·.
·.

3

6

9

3

12

6

3

0

3

·.

4

8

4

2

4

6

0

2

2

5

4

8

2

4

6

2

0

2

·.
·.

6

8

6

0

4

4

2

2

2

7

?

4

4

6

8

2

0

2

8

6

4

2

8

4

0

2

2

9

6

6

2

8

4

2

0

2

10

2

4

1

3

3

0

1

1.

We

o~serve

·.
·.

·.
·.
·.

that criterion 1 is scaled from 0 to 20, criteria 2

and 3 are scaled from 0 to 12, criteria 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 from 0 to 8,
and finally criterion 10 from 0 to 4.
ELECTRE II can process several alternative sets of weights (sensitivity analysis or ratings by different groups).

Each set of weights

is referred to as an "hypothesis" {number 1 and number 2 in our refer-
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ence example).
Weightings:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

5

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

First
"Hypothesis"
Second
"Hypothesis"

Indices of Concordance and Discordance:
The standard values proposed for the indices of concordance and
discordance (i.e.

thresholds of agreement and disagreement) are the

following:

1/3,

D3

= 2/5

c .. > 3j4 and d .. < 1/4 means that more than 3/4 of the criteria should
1.J -

1J -

reveal that item i is preferred to item j, and less than 1/4 of the
criteria should reveal that item j is preferred to item i.

s

= 2 means

that (s - 1) or only one criterion can be opposed to item i being preferred to item j in order for that preference to be accepted.
further explanation

(For

seethe rest of this chapter and appendices B and C).

ELECTRE II Computional Preference Generating Algorithm
ELECTRE II is a procedure for manipulating the 4 inputs and the 3
thresholds cited above; then setting and determining 3 conditions of
preference ranking (i.e. deciding which items are strongly preferred to
others, which are indifferent, and which are clearly not preferred,
etc ... ). ELECTRE II provides a hierarchy (or rank ordering) of prefer-
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ence differences, ELECTRE II shows when no significant difference (as defined
by the three thresholds) in preference between alternatives exist.
ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRE II
Extensive literature search in multi-objective optimization has
shown the difficulty of integrating and aggregating more or less qualitative criteria into a synthetic model.

ELECTRE II is a mUlti-objective

optimization method which has many significant advantages:
1.

One unique advantage of ELECTRE II (comparable to the statistical significance testing) is where a minor point advantage, although considered, is not assigned more importance than
it deserves (i.e. shows the difference in preference score is
not significant).

2.

No other method allows explicitly for both the intensity and
amount of disagreement.

3.

It does not rely on many mathematical assumptions.

(One ex-

ample is the majority of weighting methods which, while multiplying the different ratings by their weightings also multiply the potential errors in their evaluations).

No special

equation form is assumed.
4.

Although based on rigorous and logically valid foundations, it
is easy to use.

The users need not understand the computa-

tional procedures or theoretical basis of ELECTRE II to comprehend the basic logic of the approach.
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5.

The method is comprehensive in the sense that it accepts both
objective and subjective input.

6.

It takes into account intransitivity through the building of an
outranking relation.

7.

It places the data in proper perspective.

Not allowing the

data to say more than it really can, whether in regards to
qualitative or quantitative information (Roy and Bertier,
1973).
8.

It is flexible enough to allow performing sensitivity ana1y-

sis on the results.

It is important to allow the DM to assess

the effects of changes in the data (Roy and Bertier, 1973).

It

thus allows explanation so that real preferences can become
known to the user.
PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD

2

(Gro11eau and Tergny, 1971)

Problem Formulation
Consider the set (x,y,z, ... ) of m elements (i.e., strategies or
alternatives) that need to be classified or rank ordered.

Each element

is evaluated according to n criteria or points of view by an individual
or a group.
Different criteria can have different scales.
assigned to alternatives are referred to as

2

The criterion scales

Y. (x), where
1

y . =
1

weights

See appendix C for a numerical example to illustrate the ELECTRE
II algorithm.
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(scales) and x,y,z, etc .•. are the alternative strategies.
Example of Scales

3

POSSIBLE VALUES

SCALE

(bad, acceptable)
(bad, fair, average, good, very good)
(round percentage figure)
(gains in monetary units)

(0,1)
(1,2,3,4,5)
(0,1, ..• ,100)
(set of positive
real numbers)

The expression y. (y) > y. (x) (or yRx) means that for specific
1

-

1

criterion Y., Y ranks better or higher than x.
1

The evaluation of m strategies (or elements) according to the n
criteria produces a table or matrix with m columns and n rows.

This

matrix should help in synthesizing the preferences of the decision
maker.
Weighting by Individuals
It can happen that some points of view (i.e. criteria) have more
importance than others.

These different levels of importance of the

decision maker are translated by assigning weights Pi to the different
criteria.
criterion.

The greater the weight, the greater the importance of the
The decision maker might estimate that criterion (i) is more

important than criteria (k) and (1) together.
are as important as (j).

Also, that (k) and (1)

The weights might then be represented as fol-

lows:

3

Four standard scales are usually designed but the user can introduce others.
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i

hypothesis 1:

5

j
4

k
2

1

3

2

2

or, alternatively, hypothesis 2:
6

5

(The weights could also be derived from the percentage of voters [Bertier, and De Montgolfier; 1973]).
Preference Relation
Element (or strategy) x will be preferred to another element (or
strategy) y when x is at least as good as y according to each criterion,
assuming reliability of data.
More generally, if x is better than y according to certain criteria, less good according to others, equivalent in still another group
of criteria, the DM(s) and the analyst should explicitly determine the
conditions under which one can affirm either that x is largely preferred
to the others, or that no conclusion can be drawn; the risk of error in
that latter case is very large.
This notion of "largely preferred" or "largely better under certain conditions" is formalized by a relation denoted as "preference
relation R."

We will then say that an element x is preferred to an

element y and will write xR y, if at the same time we have:
1)

The sum of the weights of the criteria, "There x is at least
as good as y, is sufficiently high.

2)

The difference of value for all criteria, where x is less
good than y, is not very significant.
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In some cases, different criteria can represent different members
of a jury, the weight of each criterion will correspond to the number
of voices alloted to it.

The preference relation then defines the con-

ditions of voting in absence of unanimity.
In particular, rule 1 or condition of concordance imposes that a
certain majority has to be in favor of x.

Yet, this condition is not

sufficient, since it can happen that in the minority, certain opinions
are strongly opposed to the choice of x.
If a weak majority is in favor of x and if there is no violent opposition among the opinions not favoring x, we estimate that x is preferred to y.

In contrast, if an opinion in the minority is violently

opposed to x, we admit that such a veto legitimately prohibits the preference relation.

This is the importance of rule 2 or condition of non-

discordance.
In order to define whether rules land 2 are satisfied or not, the
group must agree a priori upon acceptable levels of concordance and discordance.

(For example, a value of c " > 3/4 and d " < 1/4 means that
iJ iJ -

more than 3/4 of the criteria should reveal that x is preferred to y
and less than 1/4 of the criteria should reveal that y is preferred to x.
In that case, p = 3/4 and q = 1/4).

We also introduce s as:

ber of the opposition as compared to d:
opposition.

(s

=2

the num-

the weight or importance of the

means that s - 1 or one person only can be opposed to

x being preferred to y in order for that preference to be accepted.
can also refer to the number of criteria), (Buffet et al., 1967).

s
(Fur-

ther details on the indices of concord and discord, will be discussed in
a later subsection).
Once rules 1 and 2 are simultaneously satisfied; we can distinguish
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between 2 cases: if these conditions of preference are largely filled,
we speak of "strong preference;" if not, we then speak of "weak preference."
Rank Ordering
The concept of "strong" and "weak" preference will enable us to
reach one of five conclusions for each couple of objects (a, b):
a is "strongly" better than b (denoted as a F b).
a is "weakly" better than b (denoted as a f b).
The two objects cannot be directly compared considering the
available information.
b is weakly bet ter than a (b f a) •
b is strongly better than a (b F a).
This information is then represented by a graph where each node
represents one of the objects, and where there are two types of arcs:
a full line arc denoting a strong preference relation.
a dotted arc denoting a weak preference relation.
The following figure represents the rank ordering corresponding to the
reference example using hypothesis 1.
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Figure 2.

A Digraph of the Reference Example

ELECTRE II allows construction of one (and eventually many) rankings of objects that depict best the synthesized information.
We will denote by c(a) the ordering (or ranking) of the object a.
The number of classes (or rankings) will be less than or equal to the
number of objects (since one rank can include equivalent objects).
We first consider rankings compatible with the graph of strong preferences, i.e., those verifying the relation:
a Fb

c (a) > c (b)

Relations of weak preferences will be considered whenever they permit
refinement of the preceding order.
First Remark:

If a circuit exists in the case of strong prefer-
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ences (for example:

aFb, bFc, cFd, dFa) an appropriate ranking can-

not be obtained for this graph and all nodes are then considered equivalent.

We then reduce the number of nodes by replacing the nodes of the

circuit with a unique representative of this class.

The representative

should dominate any object dominated by at least one of the elements of
the circuit.

It should be dominated by an object dominating at least

one of them.
Second Remark:
nously:

after reducing the graph, we will have simulta-

aFb, bFc, cFd, dFe.

Any compatible ordering should ver-

ify the following relationship:
c(a) >

C

[and this holds whether or not the relationship
exists. The case of (e F a) being excluded after
reduction] •

(e)

We then define the following:
Incident paths to an apex or a node (a):

is defined as the set

of apexes or nodes (b , b , • • ., b ) verifying b F b , b F b , . . .,
2
k
I
2
l
2
3
b _ F b , b Fa.
k l
k
k
Issued paths to an apex or node (a):

is defined as the set of

The lengths of such a path (incident or issued) is defined as the
number of nodes forming the set.
(i)

Direct Ranking
The nodes are classified according to the lengths of incident paths

that reach them.

A node will be classified (or ranked) as first, if no
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other node is strongly preferred to it.

A node at the extremity of

the longest path will be ranked as last.
Example:

Consider the graph in Figure 2, and neglect relations of

weak preferences.

The following is obtained:

c' (A)
c'(B) = c'(D) = c' (E) = 1
c' (C) = 2
c' (F) = c' (G) = 3

After integrating the information gained from the weak ranking, the
following direct ranking is obtained:
cl(A) = cl(E) = 1
cl(B) = 2
cl(D) = 3
cl(C) = 4
cl(F) = 5
cl(G)
(ii)

=

6

Inverse Ranking
Here, a node is better off the lengthier the path of issued arcs

from it.

Thus, the node "origin!! belonging to the longest path will be

ranked first, and any node not strongly preferred by any other will be
last.
Example:

Consider the graph in Figure 2.

ranking is obtained:
2
c (A) = 1
2
c (B) = 2
2
2
c (D) = c (E)

/(C) = 4

3

The following inverse
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2
c (F)
2
c (G)

(iii)

=
=

5
6

Median (or final) Ranking
This is the final ranking.

inverse ranking.

It is intermediate between direct and

It is obtained by calculating the following for each

object (i):

2
We then order the objects in increasing order.

The final median rank-

ing of our reference example will be the following:
c
c
c
c
c
c

(A)
(B)
(D)
(C)
(F)
(G)

1
c (E)
3

=
=4

=2

5

6

Sensitivity Analysis
There are three modifications we can perform in ELECTRE II:

the

weightings (different hypotheses), the evaluations of the objects according to each criterion,and the different parameters defining the
preference relation (p, q, s).
When the modifications in the evaluations and the parameters (within limits of the uncertainties and imprecision) produce little or no
change in the median ordering; we say that the ordering (or ranking) is
not sensitive:

such an ordering deserves the greater confidence.

The extreme opposite case occurs when slight modifications in the
data radically change the ranking.

The ranking is considered here very
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sensitive:

Such an occurrence will translate the fact that the fur-

nished information is insufficient to permit valid ranking of the candidates.
We finally mention a precaution to be taken in the following
special case:

After application of ELECTRE II, a sudden or new con-

straint forces elimination of certain candidates.

For example:

A is

first, B second, C third, D fourth, E fifth, but A and C must be eliminated.

In these conditions, one can be tempted to order the remaining

candidates in accordance with the preceding ranking obtaining:

B first,

D second, E third.
In certain

sensitive

cases, this ranking can be different from

the one obtained by application of ELECTRE II to the subset of candidates not eliminated.

From here, the necessity of going through ELEC-

TRE II again with the new subset
Annex to Preference Relation:

appears.

Additional Explanation on the Physical

Meaning of Concord and Non-Discord Indices (Buffet et al., 1967)
Let us go back to the preference relation and obtain a more precise definition.

This definition will also help review all hypotheses

of the problem.
We notice that our concern in comparing two elements i and j (or
a and b) while taking into consideration all points of view, implies,
in particular, that we know how to compare them following each point
of view taken separately.

It is for this reason that one will have to

presume that with each point of view, a corresponding scale of appreciation can be built and that each object can be associated to a level of
each of these scales.

(The contribution of this work is to alleviate
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the inadequacy of the above two assumptions).
In these conditions, two elements i and j can be compared with
respect to each point of view, and it seems natural to admit that i is
preferred to j when the proportion of points of view for which i is at
least as good as j is higher.

But one can object that the points of

view might have different importance or weightings, as compared to the
case of voting where we have different number of voters.
This leads us to associate with each point of view an integer,
a weight (coefficient) that measures its importance.

Now, we esti-

mate the hypothesis; i is preferred to j, is more legitimate if the
sum of weights (coefficients) for points of view for which i is a least
as good as j (number in favor of the hypothesis) is greater when divided
by the sum of all weights (coefficients) (total number of votes).
We will define "concordance index with the related hypothesis that
i is preferred to j" as the fraction of these two sums. and will designate it by c

ij

(or cab) - if our objects are called a and b.

One should

note that c will always be between 0 and 1.
Unfortunately. a certain inconvenience accompanies c .. :
1.J

as much

as c .. assigns importance to the MAJORITY (points of view in agreement
1.J

with the hypothesis), it gives none to the MINORITY.

Yet, it can happen

that the disagreement with this hypothesis, originating from many points
of view, is quite large; and that the corresponding points of view are
particularly important.

And as M. Marc (1967) (Buffet et al., 1967) says

"even if this minority is small in number, ••• it goes down in the street,
machine guns in hand."
This leads uS to complete the notion of preference by introducing
a second index to attempt to measure the amplitude of discord or disa-
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greement that exists between major or minor points of view as to the
legitimacy of the hypothesis that i is preferred to j.

We will qualify

this index as "discord index" and will denote it by d...

This index is

1.J

obtained by dividing the amplitude of the difference of the greatest
disagreement by the amplitude of the greatest possible disagreement
(height or range of the scale), such that d is between 0 and 1.
The above definition has one inconvenience:

it does not exp1ic-

it1y take into account the amplitude of other disagreements; so we furthur consider an integer and arrange the disagreements in decreasing
order.
the s

We then define dij(s) as the fraction of the amplitude of

th

sible.

disagreement to the amplitude of the greatest disagreement pos(If we choose s = 1, we will find that d .. (l) = d .. ).
1.J
1.J

We, now, can be precise about the rules of decision that will lead
to acceptance of the hypothesis of preference of i to
cordance level p and a discordance level q.

j~

we give a con-

We will say that i is pre-

ferred to j for the two levels (p,q) if and only if, simultaneously
c .. .:::. p and d ..
1.J

1J

~

q

i.e. if the concordance is sufficiently great and if, simultaneously,
the discordance or the disagreement is sufficiently small.

NATURE OF DATA
Table of Scales
The criteria of different objects will have scales or evaluations
that represent the appreciation of object x. according to criterion (or
J

point of view) i.
If we have M objects and N criteria, we obtain a matrix of
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dimensions (M) x (N).

There are four standard scales that are usually

assigned to the criteria:
Type 0 (real positive values)
Type 1 (integer from 0 - 4)
Type 2 (integer from 0 - 10)
Type 3 (integer from 0 - 20)
There are other types which can be used with slight modifications in the
program:
Type 4 (integer from 0 - 12)
Type 5 (integer from 0 - 6)
Type 6 (integer from 0

1000)

Weight of Criteria
Each criterion (i) will have associated with it a weight p(i)4
(positive integer).

The program allows various "hypotheses" of

weights (twenty at the most).

The rest of the matrix should remain

the same.
Parameters of Preference:

Definitions of Strong and Weak Preferences:

Let x and y (or a and b) be two objects to compare, we note:
r + (x, y) the set of indices of criterion (i) for whlch y i (x) > y i (y).
r- (x, y) the set of indices of criterion (i) for whlch y i (x) < y i (y).
r- (x, y) the set of indices of criterion (1) for which y i (x)

4

A value o£ p(i)
sidered.

=0

=y

i (y).

means that this criterion will not be con-
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Then:
+
P (x,y) =

E
i£l+ Pi

for (x,y)

E - Pi
P- (x, y) = i£1
E = Pi
P= (x,y) = i£1

for (x,y)
for (x,y)

x will be preferred to y if the three following conditions are met:

+

a)

P (x,y) > 1
P (x,y)

b)

C (x,y) = ~ (x,y) + P- (x,y)
P~(x,y) + P-(x,y) + P-(x,y)

c)

For all i e: r-, Y i (y) - Y i (x) is "not too large."

+

is "sufficiently large."

Example:
Let us compare objects A and B in the reference example under hypothesis
1:

P+(A,B) =14; P-(A,B) = 2; P-(A,B) = 8
From the above we have:
P+(A,B)
P (A,B)

= 1.75

A

and C (A,B)

=

2/3

and for all ie: r-(A,B), the values Yi(B) - YiCA) are the following:
i

3

3

5

4

7

2

10

2

b) and c) will determine whether we have "strong preference" or

"~'leak
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preference."
In particular:

**

x is strongly preferred to y if:
p+ (x,y)
P-(x,y)
and

6

> 1

(x,y) .::. c1

or if:

+

P (x,y)
P-(x,y)

and

>

1

C (x,y)

.::. C2

an d "Vi (y) -"Vi ( x ) _<

A

Ll

1
f
11 i
i 'Yi(x) or a

£

r- ( x,y )

** x is weakly preferred to y if:
+

P (x,y) > 1
P (x,y)

and C'" (x,y) .::. C

3

2

and "Vi (y) - "Vi (x) ~ /},i ' "Vi(x) for all i e: r-(x,y)
with:

o -<

6 1

< 6 2

i ' "Vi(x) -

i ' Yi(x)

and:

We now define the significance of parameters c and 6:
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Concordance Indices:

C

j

Parameters C , C , C are called "concordance indices."
2
l
3
The standard values proposed for these indices are the following:
C = 3/4
l
C = 2/3
2
C = 3/5
3
The user can adopt different values, as long as the following inequalities are met:

Let us go back to the comparison of objects A and B of the reference
example, and choose standard values for concordance indices, we obtain:
C (A,B) = 2/3 = C
2
Then according to the values chosen for the discordance parameters

fI/,

2
Y i (A) and fli , y i (A), A will either be strongly preferred to

B or weakly preferred to B or will not be preferred to B.
1

fli ' Y i (x)
2

fli ' y i (x)

= PI

[max (y i (x), s) ]

= P2

[max (

yi

(x), s)]

with:

In brief:
(1)

In order to obtain (c) we get the sums of. weights of criteria
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(where alternative A is better than alternative B) and divide
by the total weights of the criteria.
(2)

In order to obtain (d) we get the largest disagreement and
divide by the greatest possible disagreement in that criterion.

(3)

For s

= 4,

show four criteria where alternative A is not pre-

ferred to B with (d) as ratio,

*

For further details, see Grol1eau and Tergny, 1971.

CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESIS
DEVELOPMENTAL PHASE
ELECTRE II Input Aiding Questionnaire Development
After reviewing part of the problem solving, decisiom making and
systems science literature, an input aiding questionnaire was developed
to augment ELECTRE II (Hall, III, 1969, The System's Analyst Decalogue,
1972; Martino, 1972; M'Pherson, 1974; Systems Science Program Description, 1975; Lendaris, 1976; Block, 1970).

The more general problem solv-

ing suggestions, approaches, strategies or hints from the literature
were examined and incorporated into the questionnaire.

The purpose of

this questionnaire was to improve the quality of input to the ELECTRE II
framework.
The questionnaire directs the decision maker to consider many
aspects (variables) that might pertain to the problem under study (e.g.
technical, social, political, human, economic, managerial, ecological,
etc.,[Martino, 1972]).

Through the questionnaire, the decision maker

(or group) is aided in developing the factors, variables, or criteria
that should be considered in formulating the different goals or policies to be evaluated with ELECTRE II.
Some of the aiding hints offered by the questionnaire deal with:
careful problem definition;
review of the facts supplied;
examples of well-defined systems;
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assessment of technological and social impact;
combining similar or overlapping criteria into distinct
aggregates;
importance of good factual data;
careful reading of the instructions;
caution on persuasiveness versus sound logic of group members;
rechecking and reevaluating the various assumptions or judgments made;
generally avoiding identical weights for criteria;
comparing pairs of items for difficult rating decisions, etc •••
The questionnaire is general in nature so as to be applicable
across a broad spectrum of problems contexts.

An abbreviated version (i.e. a subset of questions) of this
ELECTRE II input aiding questionnaire was also developed.

The subset

of questions most appropriate for the particular NASA moon problem was
chosen on a subjective basis.

For other problems, the user/administrator

of ELECTRE II would need to select another subset from the larger questionnaire that would fit the problem involved.
For the abbreviated questionnaire task specific vocabulary (the
task name) was inserted for the "neutral" vocabulary (actually, blanks
in the larger questionnaire to be filled by the user) of the larger
questionnaire.
The questionnaire was originally envisioned as an interactive
computer software package.

To reduce costs and eliminate possible lo-

gistical problems in conducting experiments, however, it was decided to
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put the questionnaire into a written, programmed-instruction format.
This questionnaire form seemed to work well.
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR BUILDING
THE ABBREVIATED VERSION
(i.e. SUBSET OF QUESTIONS)
The various questions in the abbreviated version have their
correspondents in the larger questionnaire:

(viz. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

correspond to 1,2,22,2l,lOa,20,28,29,30 respectively.)
Developing an abbreviated questionnaire requires the selection of
subsets of general problem solving hints that would be most rele

~nt

to

the particular problem, and filling in the blanks left in the larger
questionnaire with appropriate vocabulary like the task name.

It also

requires embedding the various questions in a more succinct format.
Thus, for the NASA problem used, the item dealing with system definition
did not include the examples of well defined systems which were part of
the larger questionnaire, as the abbreviated questionnaire was streamlined to get it all on one page.

Given an individual or group with a

reasonable amount of time and commitment (more than the one-hour period
available for the test subjects), the larger more comprehersive version
of the questionnaire could be used.
The ELECTRE II input aiding questionnaire improves the quality of
input to ELECTRE II but does not modify the basic logic of ELECTRE II in
any way.

In the following sections both the full length and the con-

densed version (actually used) of the ELECTRE II input aiding questionnaire are presented.
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Name:-----------------------Group number: --------

o.

L

Th@ following questions ar@ to h@lp provid@ a g@neral background perspective
prior to filling out the ELECTRE n matriX.
1.

Carefully define the problem (or the task).

z.

Notice the ~ given in the problem definition.

3.

Try to determine who are the most knowl@dgeable. not necessarily th@
most vocal group members. with respect to the problem at haod (1. e.
the rnt)()n survival problem).

4.

R@ch@ck and reevaluat@ asaumptions or judgments you have made about
the II itution.
[You do not need to be consistent with your original ind\vidual decisions
on the NASA task. In fact. you ought to solve the problem. the s@cond
time through. better. if you are able].

The foU?wing questions are to help you fill out column 1 of the ELECTRE II matrix.
5.

What are the criteria on which you wiU base (weigh) your decbion?
(fm in column I in your ELECTRE II matrix).

Sa. Carefully read instructions for column 1.
II.

The following questions are t? help you £ill out coh!mn Z of the ELECTR E II matrix.
6.

Asaign weights or importance to theee criteria (i.
your ELECTRE II matrix).

fl.

rUI in column Z in

6a. Carefully read instructions for column Z.
7.

It is generally better not t? have all the weights identical unlesa they reall y
ar@.

IlL The (ollowing questions are to help you fill out column 3 of the "ELECTRE II
8.

ma~rix.

[first hint]: would it be helpful to group it@ms into definitely important.
mayb@ important. and not imp'lrtant?
9. [second hint]: for difficult rating decisi'lns. cl)mparing Z items may help you
decide which should be rat@d higher.
10. Carefully read instructions for column 3.

Name: -------- __ _
Group number: ---DIRECTIONS: Each individual should fill out the following matrix.
discuesion.
COLUMN 2

COLUMN 1

Assign weights
<:>r importance
to your criteria
(0-10) [where
heavier weights
indicate greater
importance]

List the criteria
that should be
used to judge
the usefulness
of equipment
items.

It may be done either during and/or after group

COLUMN 3
• Consider th.,. first equipment item and the first ,::r~terion.
• Does the item fulCil1 (or ia it useful in meeting) that criteri':m?
- if no, enter 0
- if yes, rate the relative degree of fulfillment ')n a scale from 1-5
[where 1 =bad, 2=fair, 3=average, 4=good, 5=perfect fulfillment].
• Repeat the same for all criteri a.
• Repeat the same for all items filling ')ne column at a time.

~
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COMPREHENSIVE QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUCTIONS
DECISION INSTRUCTIONS FOR FRONT END ELECTRE II GROUPS:
The following instructions are intended for users of the Front
End ELECTRE II:

****

You have just solved the ------ task individually.

Now, you

will resolve the same problem, using a different method.

I

believe this method can upgrade your performance on the stated
task.

****

You will also undergo an exercise in group decision making.
Your group is to use a method called Front End ELECTRE II.

****

To arrive at the final decision you are to go through the GENERAL
ELECTREII input AIDING QUESTIONNAIRE while working on the
ELECTRE II worksheet (i.e. references are keyed in to the
worksheet).
- The general problem solving strategy aiding questionnaire
should help elucidate your preferences as to the more
pertinent criteria in this particular problem.

Through

your answers to the questionnaire, you might discover new
criteria or assign different ratings that could replace
your a priori judgments.

****

You are to fill the ELECTRE II matrix individually either during
and/or after group discussion.

****

After the experiment, a computer program (ELECTRE II) will rankorder items based on the judgments you supply in the matrix.
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COMPREHENSIVE QUESTIONNAIRE
WHAT FOLLOWS IS A GENERAL ELECTRE II INPUT AIDING QUESTIONNAIRE THAT
ADOPTS SOME IDEAS FROM THE SYSTEMS APPROACH.
This aid may help improve your score on the ------- task.

It

is divided in three major parts:
1.

General

2.

Specific

3.

ELECTRE II

You will have to develop and enter the different criteria (or
objectives, attributes, etc ... ) which you consider relevant to your
purpose.

You also have to assign importance or weights to these

criteria (e.g. criteria for ranking items for survival).

The third

part, ELECTRE II, is a computerized mUltiple objective optimization
technique that will rank order your elements (e.g. items in the moon
survival list such as box of matches, nylon rope, first aid kit, etc.)
after the experiment.
ELECTRE II will be successful only if you enter good data (subjective and technical).

The first two parts of this questionnaire are

designed to stimulate you to find, visualize, or decide on the pertinent criteria to the (survival) task, assign accurate weights to these
criteria, also ascribe (allot) accurate ratings to the different items
of the (survival) task (such as matches, rope, etc.).
If you are wavering about the accuracy of your data or if you
lack information crucial to the adequate fulfillment of your task,
follow this questionnaire, review your original work, cnrrect the
deficiencies, measure, exploit experts I opinion and return to the rroblem.
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o.

The following suggestions are to help provide a general background
perspective prior to filling out the ELECTRE II data input matrix.
1.

Good problem definition is very helpful to problem solving.
Carefully identify your problem (your task).

2.

Notice the facts given (supplied) in the problem definltion.

3.

Can you define your task with insight and clarity?
i.e. can you define the essential purpose(s) being pursued
in the problem such that the definition aids in providing a
s~cure

base for analytic work?
Y

N ]

(if Y, go to 5; if N, go to 4)
4.

(if no) The following are two examples of well defined

systems (Systems Science program description '75).

They

might assist you:
EXAMPLE 1: On a project for a well-known charitable
organization, the relevant system is defined as an
information transfer system concerned with bringing
to the attention of the developed world the problems
of the third world in crder to persuade these developed
countries to devote more of their resources to aid.
EXAMPLE 2: On another project, this ti~e concerned
with a quality control operation, the relevant system
is defined as one to balance the cost of achieving a
certain level of quality against the cost of lost
sales if this quality is not achieved.
Analysis of the system implications could then proceed.
5.

(if yes) How many strategies (objects, elements, policies,
projects) are you considering?

Name them.

(Note that in the NASA problem, items in the survival list
were already named, viz. matches, rope, first aid kit, etc.)
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6.

Another help to problem solving can be assessment of
technological or social impact.
Would a breakthrough in either scientific technologies or
social technologies have any impact on your task (e.g.
engineering techniques, scientific theories, new components, new materials, managerial skills, marketing techniques, general know-how, etc.)?

[

N

Y

If the answer to question 6 is yes proceed to consideration
of questions 7-9, if no, then go to question 10.
7.

Which aspects would be most affected:

(technological, eco-

nomical, social, managerial, ecological, religious/ethical,
intellectual, political, cultural, other ••• )?
8.

What would be the effect?
cost of production?

Labor?

(Would it increase or decrease
Would it increase the number

of available projects options?)
9.

Is such a breakthrough likely to happen within the time period
relevant to your project?

I

The following questi.ons are to help you fill out column 1 of the
ELECTRE II matrix.
lOa.

Making indices of performance explicit can also aid decision
making.

What are your indices of performance?

i.e. what

are the desired attributes, various criteria on which you
will bnse (weigh) your decision?

(At this point, you should

fill in column 1 in the ELECTRE II matrix.)
lab.

The following is a check list of items that might assist you
in selecting neglected criteria, or more pertinent criteria,
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or additional elements.
Is any of the following applicable to your problem?
(If you wish to get more detailed help or suggestions on any
of the following, go to the indicated parts of this questionnaire.)

* Economic:

(costs, theories, etc ••• more details in
11) if Y, go to 11.

* Managerial:

(production, commercialization, techniques, experience, etc.) if Y, go to 12.

* Political:

(theories, laws, duties, etc.)
if Y, go to 13.

* ~1:
* Cultural:

(demography, schools, church, traditions,
etc.) if Y, go to 14.
(values, survival, self-regard, etc.)

LF

if Y, go to 15.

* Intellectual:
* Religious/Ethical:

(ideas of intellectual leaders, etc.)
if Y, go to 16.

(right and wrong concepts, etc.)
if Y, go to 17.

* Ecological:

(geography, pollution, etc.)
if Y, go to 18.

* Technical:
11.

(transportation, navigation, communication,
technical aids, energy, etc.)
if Y, go to 19.

Economic Dimension Check List:
Have you considered the following aspects of the problem?
Which if any, are relevant?
cost of a unit

cost of the entire system

social costs

manufacturing costs

research and development costs
costs of supporting complementary
activities, including costs of training
operators and maintenance technicians
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cost of competitive options
possibility of substitution
governing economic theories
cost over the entire life cycle
general economic climate
climate of expansion or contraction
other ••.
12.

Managerial Dimension Check List:
Have you considered the following aspects of the problem?
Which if any, are pertinent?
pwdoct~n

use in other applications

commercialization

~r~t~g

experience and training of managerial personnel
diffusion in market

obsolescence

size and complexity of previous

~nagerial

tasks

management and organization theories
management science techniques
procedures for managing the projects
new policies, etc ...
13.

other ...

Political Dimension Check List:
Have you considered the following aspects of the problem?
Which if any, are applicable?
Real world model:
different parties

groups

individuals

constitution

laws

Theoretical model:
political theories
similar

no~tive

statements
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do you need to identify the institutions, administrations, parties, groups, individuals, that will benefit
by the different projects?
do you need to determine the rights and duties, the
privileges and obligations of the various groups?
14.

Social Dimension Check List:
How will your decision affect or be affected by:
demographic profiles

total population

geographical distributions

age d::tstributions

population densities
distribution of income per capita
urban versus rural distribution

others ..•

institutions in society
the family

schools

churches

governments

businesses

traditions of
a society

motivating images of society
15.

Cultural Dimension Check List:
Some values, attitudes, goals which you might consider are:
stability

survival

innovation

success

self-regard

health

comfort

safty

beauty

economic security

fairness

charitableness

physical security

freedom

justice

personal power

beauty

honesty

personal prestige

courtesy

clearness of conscience
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intelligence and professional recognition
Have you considered strength values such as:
leadership and order
moral values such as:
justice and tolerance
economic values such as:
ownership and jobs
other ...
16.

Intellectual Dimension Check List:
The intellectual climate affects the environment.

Pre-

vailing ideas of novelists (poets, opinion leaders, essayists
and columnists, editors, reporters, news commentators on
radio and TV, motion picture writers, directors and actors),
could affect the preferences and choices of the people in
terms of particular projects.
17.

Religious and Ethical Dimension Check List:
Have you considered the following aspects of the problem?
Which if any, are applicable?
concepts of right and wrong
religious, professional and ethical institutions
doctrines and teachings of these institutions

18.

Ecological Dimension Check List:
You might consider the real world portion of this dimension
which implies the world we live in with its:
geography
you might also consider
green areas protection

climate

flora and fauna
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pollution (noise, air, water, etc .•• )
You might consider the theoretical model portion:
existing knowledge and theories about the interactions
taking place in the real world, what constitutes socially
tolerable levels of damage to the human habitat
relations between man and his environment
19.

Technical Dimension Check List:
Which of the following aspects are pertinent to your
problem?
transportation

highway building

communication

navigation

energy

housing improvement

technical aids

urban districts improvement
public means of transportation improvement
more jobs (employment)
Here is an example of how technical data were MEASURED and
AGGREGATED to furnish 12 criteria (see next page) in a
decision to rank order 5 irrigation systems in Hungary.
The technical measurements were:
available natural supply

fresh water demand

water losses (consumption)

water supply capacity

waste water produced

reused water

treated waste water

remaining water

The water requirements for the different consumer sectors
were estimated:
irrigation

domestic

industry cooling

recreation

other livestock.

fish ponds
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total

others

The water requirements were estimated in terms of waste
water produced (km 3/year) for the years 1970 and 2000, in
3
terms of mean wast water produced (km /year) for 1970 and 2000.
For the different criteria:
A.

B.

Water requirements:

the following were measured:

consumption uses

(different amounts of requirements and
yearly losses)

energy

(different energy factors and losses)

navigation

(different lengths of waterways and
their losses)

recreation

(different surface water areas and
their evaluations)

Flood protection:
The various probabilities of flood were calculated with

resultant losses and evaluation of social consequences.

c.

Used water disposal and drainage:
The drainage areas (million hectares) and their losses

were estimated, also the amount of waste water produced and
its losses.
D.

Utilization of water resources:

the following were

measured:
water losses (km 3 /year)
discharge to downstream system and losses
land and forest area (1000 hectares) and losses, etc •.•
The measurements were finally AGGREGP,TED into the following 12 criteria:
1.

costs
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II

2.

water shortage

3.

water quality

4.

energy

5.

recreation

6.

flood protection

7.

land and forest use

8.

manpower impact

9.

environmental architecture

10.

international cooperation

11.

development possibility

12.

sensitivity

The following question is to help you fill out column 2 of the
ELECTRE II matrix.
20.

Assign weights of importance to performance criteria (i.e.
fill in column 2 in your ELECTRE II matrix).

21.

Return (and correct if now needed) questionnaire item:
1

(identification of the task);

5

(choice of the different elements [in case of the
NASA moon survival problem there was no change, since
the items were already given]);

lOa, 20

(redefinition or correction of your criteria and the
weights assigned to them, i.e. column 1 and column 2).

III

The followtng questions are to help you fill out column 3 in the
ELECTRE II input data matrix.
22

Try to determine who are the most knowledgeable, not necessarily the most vocal group members, with respect to the
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problem at hand [i.e. the moon survival problem, in the
case of the NASA task].
23.

In addition to facts related to the specific way you defined
the problem,what other facts are given in the problem?

24.

With the information available to you (i.e. the information
supplied in the statement of the ----- problem) do you think
you yourself can make a good decision on criteria to use and
the weights to assign to them; or do you need to rely heavily
upon the opinion of others; or do you need to gather more
facts before you can even begin?

25.

With what you personally know, combined with the facts available to you in the problem; what kind of information do you
think is still lacking or is needed?
What questions would you like answered?
What clarifications would you like made?
What fa.cts would you like provided?

26.

Have you acquired all technical data pertinent to that
specific problem?
What other technical information do you need?
Where are the most likely places to furnish it?

27.

If you cannot obtain all the technical data, then recheck
and reevaluate all the assumptions or judgments you have made
about the situation.

[Additional insights may be incipient

due to the general problem solving aids and the structure of
the ELECTRE II matrix.]

You do not need to be consistent

with your original individual decisions on the ------- task.
In fact, you ought to solve the problem better the second time.
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through.
28.

The purpose of assignment of weights and ratings to criteria
and items respectively is to make distinctions on the relative
importance of items and criteria.
It is generally advantageous not to have all the weights
identical unless they really are.

29.

Would it be helpful to group items into definitely important,
maybe important, and not important, for a start?

30.

For difficult rating decisions, comparing two items may help
you decide which should be rated higher.
COMPUTER SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR ELECTRE II

A computer software package for ELECTRE II was developed and
programmed as part of the developmental phase of this work.

(The actual

ELECTRE II computer program was not available, it is kept confidential
in Paris.)
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MAIN HYPOTHESIS
The main hypothesis of this study (the null hypothesis) is that
both the questionnaire-augmented ELECTRE II and the original ELECTRE II
methods will provide equally good bases for group decision making as
competitive methods, i.e. no differences will be found in the performances of the various methods used as measured by the decision adequacy
index scores and the upgradings due to the various methods.

Alterna-

tive hypotheses are stated in the third section of this chapter.
Reasons for Expected Equivalence of Improved ELECTRE II with the Well
Established SPAN Method
The improved ELECTRE II methodology provides help in the following:
1.

developing alternatives to be evaluated;

2.

generating evaluation criteria;

3.

revealing hidden dimensions or solutions to a problem being
considered.

By considering all dimensions of a problem (technological, political, economical, social, personal, religious, managerial, etc ••• ) it
is hoped that unintentional failure to take into account important solutions will occur less frequently.
Both the improved ELECTRE II and the ELECTRE II methodologies provide help in the following:
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1.

in making judgments systematically;

2.

in using sensitivity analysis in preference exploration;

3.

in taking account of dissenting opinion;

4.

in setting thresholds before a preference can be said to exist.
EXPERIMENTAL PHASE

Objective
The objective is to test the ELECTRE II method for decision quality
(with and without "front end", Le. the questionnaire) against:

1.

a self determined (by the group) verbal discussion format;

2.

the formerly tested SPAN method.

(Gilmartin, 1974; Willis,

1966; Hitchcock, 1971; Willis, Hitchcock and MacKinnon, 1969;
Riker and Brams, year of publication not available).
Task
The decision task in the proposed investigation is the solution
of the NASA moon survival problem.

In this task, the participants are

required to rank order 15 items of equipment as to their importance for
survival on the moon.

The NASA task is shown in Appendix A.

This task has the following advantages:

1.

It has a key produced by NASA officials, i.e. the outcome is
known and there is no need to wait for a few years until the
applicants can demonstrate their success or failure with respect to the specified problem by noting the eventual outcome
of the decision.
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2.

It is one page in length and quite simple to administer (the
applicants will not be bored or overlook reading parts of the
task).

3.

The conditions on the surface of the moon are not familiar to
everybody, thus the task should give a better measure of the
effectiveness of the method tested.

4.

It does not take a long time to solve.

5.

Because it was used by SPAN researchers, it allows convenient
comparison of ELECTRE II to SPAN results.

This task has also four possible disadvantages:
1.

The prohlem is not very realistic.

2.

Many details are missing; for example:
were in the space ship?
the space ship?

how many crew members

How much food concentrate is left on

Is it conceivable that the mother ship would

not attempt to rescue the crew?

etc •••

3.

The problem may not preser.t ml1ch .!.nterest for some people.

4.

The problem is unfavorable to ELECTRE II for the following reasons:
4a.

The problem appears somewhat simplistic j.n the sense that
it does not present real conflicting multi-criteria decisions and real complexity.

4b.

The problem could be viewed as a

me~sure

of the amount of
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information available in the group rather than a measure
of problem solving ability in a complex environment.

Hav-

ing developed an improved version of ELECTRE II in this
thesis, future researchers could conduct a controlled experiment where the prime variable was the complexity of
the problem.
5.

The task 'was conveniently favorable to the competitive SPAN
method.

If the NASA task were primarily a test of the amount

of information about the moon, SPAN was a very convenient way
to maximize the score since the one who does not know, gives
his vote to the one who knows.
While bearing in mind the above critical points, the choice of the
NASA moon survival problem was still favored because it allowed for reasonable comparison with previous SPAN experiments.
COMPARABILITY OF SPAN SUBJECTS AND ELECTRE II PARTICIPANTS
The subjects utilized in Gilmartin's investigation (1974) of effectiveness of SPAN (with and without training), as compared to any selfdetermined method, were employees of the Veterans Administration Hospital,
Tucson, Arizona.
The veterans administration was developing a program of ambulatory
care and had already required all staff members to undergo a forty-hour
(one week) laboratory training workshop in group problem solving, interpersonal sensitivity, and exercises in group dynamics.
The personnel (156 members) were divided into 17 groups, each ranging in size from seven to thirteen members (one group included 7 subjects;
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six groups contained 8 members each; four groups consisted of 9 participants each; two groups had 10 subjects each; and the last three groups
had 11, 12, 13 subjects respectively).
The groups remained together throughout the entire forty-hour workshop.

They were interdisciplinary in nature with both professional and

non-professional members in each group.

In total, 156 subjects, divided

into 17 groups, participated in the investigation.

The only time limit

imposed, was the group discussion of the NASA task and solutions - 15
minutes.
The participants in the SPAN investigation could well be compared
to the participants in the present investigation.

The latter belong to

groups of undergraduate (some graduates) students in Portland State University, enrolled in two psychology classes, one communications class,
one economics class, and a group from the Systems Science Program.
An almost identical replication of Gilmartin's experiments (with

SPAN) was attempted insofar as the restrictions contribute to the accuracy of the present experiment?

For example, no time limit was imposed

for the different experiments, except for group discussion duration.
Secondly, on the average, an attempt was made to have each group contain
about 7-8 subjects.
groups each.

Finally, the various treatments employed about 4

The mixture of professional and non-professional parti-

cipants in SPAN, was not duplicated however, since all our subjects
were students.
Two other points of difference are presented below:
1.

Our groups were ad hoc groups (due to PSU facilities) as compared to the majority of Gilmartin's which were established.
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groups.
groups).

(His established groups scored better than his ad hoc
The use of ad hoc versus established groups is, of

course, a hindrance to our method.
2.

Another hindering point is that we had to explain ELECTRE II in
4 minutes to the various subjects.

This sacrifice was made in

order to keep all our experiments equivalent in duration.
HYPOTHESES
I)

All Participants in the NASA Task
We start with the null hypothesis stating that:

HOI:

All students' and participants' abilities in solving the NASA task

(the Author's and Gilmartin's) are equivalent, i.e. on the average, all
individual scores at the outset are analogous. In more statistical terms:
There are no significant differences in the performance of the various
participants at the outset, as measured by the individual averages

1

(i.e.

the absolute difference between the standard scores and that of the participants

prior to using any group method).

Bul rationale:

It is reasonable to assume that in such large samples of

156 and 65 respectively, all of the variability would be represented (with
good random assignment of cases and good sample size).

1

or group resources as named by Gilmartin (1974).
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II)

Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II Versus Control Methods:
Group Method, SPAN and NONSPAN 2)

("Any"

The second null hypothesis which is the main one to be tested is
that:
H :
OZ

The suggested questionnaire format (Front End) together with the

ELECTRE II methods will provide equally good bases for decision making
as competitive methods, (i.e. there are no differences in the performance
of the various methods used, viz. Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, "any"
group method, SPAN and NONSPAN).

The performance is measured in terms

of the decision adequacy index scores (i.e. the absolute difference between the correct standard scores and that of the participants after using the different methods).
~2

rationale:

The primary advantage toward improved solutions with

SPAN is through voluntary vote assignment to group members perceived
to have the most expertise in the given problem area.

SPAN, however,

offers no problem-structuring aid or systematic preference discovery
as does ELECTRE II; i.e. SPAN provides no help in developing alternatives to be evaluated, in generating evaluation criteria, in making
judgments systematically, in using sensitivity analysis in preference
exploration, in taking account of dissenting opinion, or in setting
necessary thresholds before a preference can be said to exist as does
Front End ELECTRE II.

2

NONSPAN is the same technique as "any" group method, Le. a selfdetermination group method.
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It is beleived that the problem-structuring aid and preference
discovery will be as important to good solutions as giving perceived
experts extra votes.

In more realistic decision environments with more

complex and less structured problems, howeveL, ELECTRE II would likely
have a very great advantage.
~2

comment:

SPAN is used as a special type of control group

against

which to compare ELECTRE II for two basic reasons:
1.

We wished to test ELECTRE II and Front End ELECTRE II against
realistic and competitive alternatives rather than against unaided groups alone.

2.

SPAN researchers have claimed substantial group score improvement (suggesting greater effective group I.Q.)

if Front End

ELECTRE II performs as well as SPAN, which is so highly acclaimed, then the same claims would apply to Front End ELECTRE II
III)

Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II Versus Control Methods ("Any"
Group Method, SPAN and NONSPAN)
Given the first and second null hypothesis, this third null hypo-

thesis follows:
H03:

The improvement due to the different methods is also equivalent.

In more statistical terms:

there are no differences in the upgradings
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3

due t> the various methods used, as measured by the difference between
the individual averages prior to using any method, and the decision adequacy index scores after using any of the specific methods mentioned
above.
A corollary follows:

Group decision quality in that particular

task has improved over individual average scores.
IV)

Front End ELECTRE II Versus Regular ELECTRE II
The following is one of many possible alternatives to the null

hypothesis:
H :
4

All groups using Front End ELECTRE II will do better than those

using regular ELECTRE II (measured by the decision adequacy index scores
and the upgradings due to the two different techniques).
~

rationale:
1.

The primary weakness of the regular ELECTRE II is in:

potential inadequate discovery of relevant criteria/dimensions
of evaluation;

2.

difficulty in deciding on preferences/ratings;

3.

too narrow a set of alternatives being considered.

3The upgrading is the difference between the decision adequacy index
score of the group (usually aided by ELECTRE II or SPAN) and the averaged
decision adequacy index scores of unaided individuals (who worked the problem by themselves before working as a group).
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Front End ELECTRE II provides a methodology for dealing systernatically with each of these weaknesses.

Thus, there is good reason to

believe that Front End ELECTRE II will yield a higher quality solution
than regular ELECTRE II.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND DESIGN

4

The experiment consisted of 65 participants (due to the facilities and the turnout of students at Portland State University at that
time).

Participants were tested as individuals and then assigned ran-

domly to groups, each containing about 5-8 subjects (witb one group containing 3).

Each sequence had 3-4 groups.

What follows will be the different step sequences for the various
experiments.

5

(All subjects completed their tasks in about 35 minutes

or less).
Step Sequence for Experiment I (Front End Group ELECTRE II)
1.

The NASA task was read silently by the participants and then
performed individually.

(Participants were allowed as much

time as they required, but the maximum needed was about 7 minutes).
2.

ELECTRE II was explained in about 4 minutes.

3.

The ELECTRE II input aiding questionnaire was distributed
and answered (lasted about 6 minutes).

4

see Tables IIa, lIb, IIc

5

Actual instruction sheets in Appendix A.
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4. & 5.

The group discussed and solved the NASA task using Front

END ELECTRE II.

(15 minutes for group discussion time and 5

minutes for group solving; a total of 20 minutes).
6.

Individuals filled out a questionnaire regarding their age, sex,
class, major, background, number of training years in math and
social sciences, the degree of their satisfaction with the method, etc •••

Step Sequence for Experiment II (Regular Group ELECTRE II)
1.

The NASA task was read silently by the participants and then
performed individually (lasted about 7 minutes).

2.

ELECTRE II was explained in about 4 minutes.

3. & 4.

The group discussed and solved the "moon" problem using

ELECTRE II in groups of about 5-8 participants each (15 minutes for group discussion time, plus 5 minutes solution; a
total of 20 minutes).
5.

Individuals filled out a questionnaire regarding their age,
sex, class, major, background, number of training years in
math and social sciences, the degree of their satisfaction
with the method, etc ••.

Step Sequence for Experiment III (Any Self Determined Group Method)
1.

The NASA task was read silently by the participants and then
performed individually (lasted about 7 minutes).

2.

The group discussed and solved the NASA task (20-25 minutes).
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3.

Individuals filled out a questionnaire regarding their age,
sex, class, major, background, number of training years in
math and social sciences, the degree of their satisfaction
with the method, etc ••.

Step Sequence for Gilmartin's Investigations (SPAN, NONSPAN)
In the formerly tested SPAN investigation, the groups followed
the four step sequence below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

(Gilmartin, 1974)

NASA task read silently by the subjects and then performed
indivi.dually.
Decis1.on instructions read silently by the subjects as the
experimenter read them aloud.
Group discussion fo the NASA task and solution for 15 minutes, the only time limit imposed.
Final decision making by the silent power-making method
(SPAN) or the oral self-determination method (Non SPAN-)

In step 2 the experimenter would answer by paraphrasing the
instructions and in SPAN groups would demonstrate the SPAN allocative procedure by marking on a pad supported by a hand. In step
4 he would place a NASA-problem answer sheet for the rankings by
Non-SPAN consensus on a chair in the center of the circle of seated
members. (Gilmartin, 1974)
TABLE IIa
STEP SEQUENCE FOR THE THREE EXPERIMENTS
PERFORMED IN THIS THESIS

STEP SEQUENCE FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Silent reading
and indi.vidual
solving of the
NASA task in 7
minutes

ELECTRE II
explained in
4 minutes

EXP II

"

"

------- -_.---

"

EXP III

"

-----------

------------

"

EXP I

F.E. ELECTRE
II questionnaire answered
in 6 minutes

Group discuss ion lie
solving of
the NASA
task in 20
minutes
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TABLE lIb
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF THESIS
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ON THE NATURE OF PARTICIPANTS 6

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
TREATMENT

STAGE I

STAGE 2

Individuals solve
NASA problem

Group solves NASA
problem aided by
F. E. ELECTRE II

1

I

Individuals solve
NASA problem

Group solves NASA
problem aided by
ELECTRE II

5

II

Individuals solve
NASA problem

III

Individuals solve
NASA problem

IV7

Group solves NASA
problem unaided
("Any" group method)
Group solves NASA
problem aided by
SPAN or NONSPAN
(formerly tested)

6

GROUP 1/

GROUP SIZE
7
3
5
5

2
3
4

7
8
5

6
7
8

6

9

7

10

6
6

n

many groups

All our groups consisted of students, while Gilmartin's groups
consisted of a mixture of professional and nonprofessional members.
7

For additional details, see Table lIb.
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TABLE lIe
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN USED BY GILMARTIN

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ON THE NATURE OF PARTICIPANTS

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
TREATME NT

STAGE 1

STAGE 2
~roup solves NASA Probl.
GROUP II
FIRST STEP SECOND STEP

Individuals solve SPAN (no
NASA problem
training)

I

SPAN (with
training)

Individuals solve SPAN
NASA problem
(with
training)

II

Individuals solve ANY GROUP ANY GROUP
NASA problem
method (no method
training) (with
training)

III

Individuals solve ANY GROUP
NASA problem
method
(with
training)

IV

8

8

For further details, see Gilmartin (1975).

I

GROUP SIZE

1
2
3
4
5

10

6

8

11
13
8
9

7

9

8

8

9

12

10

9

11

7

12
13
14

8
8

15
16
17

10

9

8
9
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MEASURES
The following measures were used to test the degree of upgrading
of decision quality achieved by the different techniques.
1.

Decision Adequacy Index (Gilmartin, 1974):
It is a comparison of the participants'rankings of the items with

the ranking produced by NASA officials.

This index is expressed in terms

of the summed deviations between the individual's rankings and that of
the NASA experts.

The summed deviation score is an error score inversely

proportional to decision quality.

The error score can vary from 0 to

112 points away from absolute accuracy.
The decision adequacy score is computed for each individual's rankings and for each group in the following way.

If one individual ranks

4 items a, b, c, d as 4, 3, 2, 1; and the correct ranking is 1, 2, 3, 4,
then the following computations are performed:

([4-1] + [2-3] + [3-2] +

[1-4] = 8). A score of 8 is obtained where the lower the score the higher
the quality.
(Hall's research - stated in Gilmartin, 1974 - has shown that an
average individual error score of 39.30 is obtained in the NASA task).
The individual averages

9 are obtained for each group by averaging

the summed deviation scores (or decision adequacy indices), which are inversely proportional to decision quality
group.

of the participants in that

x in that case (i.e. the group adequacy index score), is obtained

by averaging the individual averages of each group.
Representir.g the above in a compact form:

9
Or group resources as denoted by Gilmartin (1974).
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N = number of items to be rank ordered
Mk= number of participants within group k
L = number of groups
X = individual score
X - Xi = score deviation of j
ji

th

individual in i

th

item

therefore:
_

1

Individual averages = ~= M:

M

N

E E l (X ' i - Xi)
J
-lc j=l i=l

I

j th individual

i th item

I
X = L

2.

Upgrading
The upgrading is the difference between the decision adequacy index

score of the group (usually aided by ELECTRE II or SPAN) and the averaged
decision adequacy index scores of unaided individuals

who worked the

problem by themselves before working as a group.

STATISTICAL TESTS
An analysis of variance (using the .05 significance level) was per-

formed on the individual averages, the group decision adequacy ir.dices
(test scores after using the different methods) and the upgradings for
all methods used in this investigation.

We used the analysis of variance

to test the different null hypotheses concerning various sets of data.
The choice of the analysis of variance test over a multitude of t-tests
is explained in footnote at the end of this section. lO
T.TR~

Scheffe's method

used tn fuorther in';estigate the alternative hypotheses.
Three t-tests were then used to compare the means of our partici-

pants with those of Gilmartin's prior to and after using the respective
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10Reason for Choosing Analysis of Variance Over nt-tests (Willemsen, 1974)
The level of significance (a), which is set a priori, is itself
the probability of type 1 error for the F-test. This type of error
arises when the decision is made, that at least one of the several differences between means is not zero when in fact all of them are zero.
Using a sufficient number of t-tests to compare each mean to each
other mean would result in a higher type 1 error than the one we get in
an F-test designed to test the same hypothesis.
In an F-test; the probability of at least one erroneous judgment
is approximately equal to a. This probability is substantially larger
for nt-tests. For example, applying the F-test to study 3 means and
setting a at a value of 0.1 results in a 10% probability of having at
least one error. Adopting the t procedure, 3 tests would be required
(Y1 - Y2' Y1 - Y3' Y., - y 3) and they will not be independent. For each
of them havIng a O. l"leveJ. of significance; they introduce a probability
of at least one error exceeding 0.1.
It is for this principal reason (this descrepancy in error rates)
that the F-test is preferr~d to multiple t-tests.
When the following assumptions
A~
2
2
2
1. F = sL
/
§
with
is
a
good
estimate
of
0 bet / 0 with (this
bet
2
2
2
2
is strictly true only in case 0
= O
= ••• = ok =
that
1
2

°,

is, the population values of the group variances are equal.
2.

F follows an F distribution for various df,
are met; the F-test is uniformly most powerful.

This means that the power (1-8) is higher and the probability of
(8) of type II error smaller than for any other hypothesis test procedure.
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group methods, (viz. Front End ELECTRE II, SPAN and NONSPAN).
Results showed that groups using Front End ELECTRE II performed
as well as groups using other methods.
Qualitative Test:
Application of the SPAN technique achieved an improvement of about
47% in the best conditions (i.e. in one incident of prior human relations
training workshop for the participants), and about 23.5% in other conditions (i.e. with and without a prior human relations training workshop
for the participants).

This percentage was relative to the unaided in-

dividual decisio~ making.

ll

Such upgrading is relatively quite large

and brings the gToup decision closer to reference decision.

The same

degree of improvement achieved by Front End ELECTRE II would also be
meaningful.

11

Relative Improvement
(SPAN vs. Individual)

=

Relative Improvement
(SPAN vs. Individual)

= 46.8 - 35.8

46.8 - 24.6
46.8

46.8

47%
23.5%

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
DESCRIPTIVE AND QUALITATIVE SECTION
In this section the raw data is presented with a few qualitative remarks.

Statistical discussion will follow.

This presentation

sequence permits the use of narrowly focussed tables to highlight
specific aspects of the research at the outset.

Later, the statistical

analysis is performed across several tables simultaneously.
Raw Data
Tables III to V present all the raw data for the three experiments
performed.
Focus on Decision Adequacy Index Scores
Tables VI to VIII are selected subsets of the raw data to focus
attention on comparative analysis between the performance of the
group and that of the individual members of the group in terms
of the group decision adequacy index scores.
Focus on Relative Upgrading
Tables X and XII are selected subsets of the raw data to focus
atten~ion

on comparative analysis between the performance of the

group and that of the individual members of the group in terms
of the relative upgrading caused by the three different methods.
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Comparison of ELECTRE II, Front End ELECTRE II, and any Group Method
Tables XIII to XVIII compare results of the NASA task using our
three different techniques.
Comparison of ELECTRE II, Front End ELECTRE II, any group method, SPAN
and NONSPAN
Tables XIX to XXIV are selected subsets of the raw data to compare
results of the NASA task using our three different techniques with
that of SPAN.

It is these tables which are later discussed

statistically.
GENERAL RESULTS (ALL THE BASIC DATA:

TABLES III, IV, V)

Tables III, IV, V show all our raw results of the NASA task
administered to PSU students utilizing Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II
and "any" group method respectively.
Table III shows the decision adequacy index (DAI) [explained in
"Measures" in chapter IV] for the individual averages and the Front End
ELECTRE II.

The third column shows the scores of individual averages

(i.e. summed deviations [from standard] scores of group members) prior
to utilizing any group method.

The fourth column shows the scores of

the individual averages after utilizing a group method.

The fifth

column is the difference between the fourth and third column denoted
as the relative upgrading due to the particular group method utilized.
We notice that the decision adequacy index scores for the F.E.
ELECTRE II groups are lower than the decision adequacy index scores
(DAI) for the individual averages (i.e. F.E. ELECTRE II scores better
than the averages of individuals prior to using it as their group
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method.

= 32.55

x

as compared to

x = 41.90

for the same group of

people; with an average relative upgrading of 9.35).

Table II suggests

that F.E. ELECTRE II upgrades the performance of the group as compared
to the averages of the individual scores of that same group.
Tables IV and V show similar results obtained for ELECTRE II and
a self-determination method ("any" group method) respectively.

The

results show that the performance of the group surpasses the averages
of the individual scores in the case of "any" group method, but not for
ELECTRE II.

- = 46.03 as

We notice a group DAI for ELECTRE II of x

a DAI for the individuals of the same group of people of
an average upgrading of .52.

x = 31.33
of

compared to

x = 46.55;

with

The group DAI for "any" group method was

as compared to the DAI of the individuals of the same group

x = 42.57;

with an average upgrading of 11.24.
TABLE III
GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES
FOR F.E. ELECTRE II

GROUP If

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS

I

INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGES

F.E.
ELECTRE

IMPROVEMENT or
DIFFERENCE or
UPGRADING

1

7

41.29

36.71

4.58

2

3

44.00

30.00

14.00

3

5

40.50

33.50

7.00

4

5

41.80

30.00

11.80

- = 41.90

x= 32.55

x

S

Note:

=

1.50

s -=

3.23

1 x ~ group adequacy index score
the lower numbers represent the better perfOIIDanCe

x

I:

9.35

s :::

4.32
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TABLE IV
GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES
FOR REGULAR ELECTRE II

GROUP II

NUMBER of
PARTICIPANTS

INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGES

ELECTRE II

DIFFERENCE or
UPGRADING

5

7

41.86

41.00

.86

6

8

42.38

44.13

-1. 75

7

5

49.80

49.40

.40

8

7

52.17

49.60

2.57

x- = 46.55

5.21

s =

x=

46.03

=

4.20

s

x=
s

=

.52
1. 78

TABLE V
GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES
FOR "ANY" GROUP METHOD

GROUP II

Note:

NUMBER of
PARTICIPANTS

ANY GROUP
METHOD

INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGES

DIFFERENCE
or UPGRADING

9

7

37.71

36.00

1.71

10

6

38.00

20.00

18.00

11

6

52.00

38.00

14.00

-x=

42.57

x-

II:

S =

8.17

s

=

31.33
9.87

lower scores represent better performance.

x=
s

=

11.24
8.49
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GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES FOR EXPERIMENT I, II, III AND SPAN
(TABLES VI, VII, VIII, IX)
Table VI compares the decision adequacy index scores of the average individual scores prior to using Front End ELECTRE II with the
scores achieved by Front End ELECTRE II.

The results suggest that Front

End ELECTRE II upgrades the performance of the group as compared to the
averages of the individual scores of that same group.
s~~~Lfic

Thus, in that

instance (the NASA task and a sample of students at PSU) we

observe a group decision quality (due to F.E. ELECTRE II) higher than
the averages of the individual decision making ability.
TABLE VI
RESULTS OF NASA TASK EXPERIMENT I:
GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES 2
FOR F.E. ELECTRE II

GROUP /I

INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGES

NUMBER of
PARTICIPANTS

F.E. ELECTRE

1

7

41.29

36.71

2

3

44.00

30.00

3

5

40.50

33.50

4

5

41.80

30.00

2 -x

= group

x

= 41.90

x

=

32.55

s

=

s

=

3.23

1.50

id
ad
equacy
n ex score

Tables VII and VIII are similar to table VI, yet show the results
for ELECTRE II and "any" group method respectively.

The results show

that ELECTRE II does not ameliorate the performance of the group while
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"any" group method does increase the decision adequacy index scores of
its respective groups.

Thus, the unimproved version of ELECTRE II

appeared to have no positive effect on prior individual performance. 3
TABLE VII
EXPERIMENT I I: GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES
FOR REGULAR ELECTRE II

GROUP /I

NUMBER of
PARTICIPANTS

INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGES

REGULAR ELECTRE II

5

7

41. 86

41.00

6

8

42.38

44.13

7

5

49.80

49.40

8

7

52.17

49.60

-x=

46.55

s =

5.21

-x

= 46.03

s =

4.20

TABLE VIII
EXPERIMENT III: GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES
FOR SELF-DETERMINATION (ANY GROUP) METHOD

GROUP fI

NUMBER of
PARTICIPANTS

INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGES

ANY METHOD

9

7

37.71

36.00

10

6

38.00

20.00

11

6

52.00

38.00

3

x

::z

s

=

42.57

x

= 31. 33

8.17

s

=

9.87

Possible reasons for this phenomenon are advanced in the second
subsection of the experimental design.
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Table IX shows actual results obtained by Gilmartin (1974) with
SPAN groups.

PreSPAN represents SPAN group performing without any prior

human relations training workshop (i

= 35.8),

while postSPAN represents

the same groups performing after a forty hour human relations training
workshop (i

= 31.0).

The postSPAN with no preSPAN represents groups

that performed only after the human relations training workshop
4
(x
= 24.6), where the average of the different experimental SPAN

conditions is

x' = 30.47.
TABLE IX
GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES FOR SPAN GROUPS 5

GROUP I'

N preSPAN

postSPAN

GROUP II

N

postSPAN· (no preSPAN)

5'

10

42

27

8'

8

22

7'

11

40

42

13'

9

25

9'

13

37

26

14'

8

32

10'

8

28

40

15'

12

24

12'

9

32

20

16'

9

20

x =35.8

x = 24.6

x =31. 0

x' = 30.47
s

=

5.62

4

For further details, See "SPAN ••• " in chapter II and "Comparability of SPAN subjects ••• " in chapter IV.
5The above table is assembled from Gilmartin's work (1974).
represents the group adequacy index scores for all three SPAN
situations grouped together for ease of comparison.

It
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RELATIVE UPGRADING, AND GROUP RESOURCES
FOR EXPERIMENT I, II, III
TABLES X, XI, XII
Tables X, XI, and XII show the group decision adequacy index
scores, the group resources (i.e. the individual averages) and the
relative upgrading (from individual scores) achieved by the different
group methods due to F.E. ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II and "ANY" group
method respectively.
We notice that while F.E. ELECTRE II and "ANY" group method
have relatively high upgrading (i.e. a substantial difference between
their individual averages and the scores due to the different methods
used exists:

x = 9.35 for F.E. ELECTRE II and

method); ELECTRE II has almost none

X

(x = .52).

= 11.24

for "any" group

The results also suggest

that F.E. ELECTRE II developed as part of this thesis represents a
significant improvement to the original ELECTRE II.
TABLE X
INDEX OF RELATIVE UPGRADING FOR F.E. ELECTRE II
VERSUS GROUP RESOURCES6

GROUP II

F.E. ELECTRE II

GROUP RESOURCES

RELATIVE UPGRADING

1

36.71

41.29

4.58

2

30.00

44.00

14.00

3

33.50

40.50

7.00

4

30.00

41.80

11.80

x = 41.90

x = 32.55

x =

9.35

L50
s = 3.23
s = 4.32
6croul resources are equivalent to the averages of individual !icores.
Note: the ower numbers represent the better performance.
s :::
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TABLE XI
INDEX OF RELATIVE UPGRADING FOR ELECTRE II
VERSUS GROUP RESOURCES7

GROUP II

REGULAR ELECTRE II

GROUP RESOURCES

RELATIVE UPGRADING

5

41.00

41.86

.86

6

44.13

42.38

-1. 75

7

49.40

49.80

.40

8

49.60

52.17

2.57

X= 46.03

X= 46.55

s

=

4.20

s

=

x-

=

.52

s

=

1. 78

5.21

TABLE XII
INDEX OF RELATIVE UPGRADING FOR "ANY" GROUP
METHOD, VERSUS GROUP RESOURCES

GROUP II

ANY METHOD

9

36.00

37.71

1.71

10

20.00

38.00

18.00

11

38.00

52.00

14.00

X = 31.33

X = 42.57

X = 11.24

s

7

scores.

=

9.87

GROUP RESOURCES

s

=

8.17

RELATIVE UPGRADING

s

=

8.49

Group resources are equivalent to the averages of individual
Lower scores represent better performance.
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RESULTS ON THE NASA TASK COMPARING "DECISION ADEQUACY" AND
"UPGRADING" PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR FRONT END
ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II AND "ANY" GROUP METHOD
(TABLES XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII)
Tables XIII and XIV compare F.E. ELECTRE II and ELECTRE II group
decision adequacy index scores and relative upgrading respectively.

We

notice a difference (d) of 13.48 between their group decision adequacy
index scores and a difference (d') of 8.83 between their relative upgradings; with F.E. ELECTRE II outperforming ELECTRE II.

The results

indicate that the improved ELECTRE II (Front End ELECTRE II) represents
a significant improvement to the original ELECTRE II in that particular experiment.

Thus, the relatively poor showing of unimproved ELEC-

TRE II would tend to support the contention that the conditions in the
NASA moon survival problem were not favorable to ELECTRE II.
TABLE XIII
F •E. ELECTRE II AND ELECTRE II GROUP
ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES

GROUP II

F.E. ELECTRE II

GROUP II

ELECTRE II

1

36.71

5

41.00

2

30.00

6

44.13

3

33.50

7

49.40

4

30.00

8

49.60

x-

=

32.55

s

=

3.23

d = 13.48

x-

=

46.03

s =

4.20
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TABLE XIV
F.E. ELECTRE AND ELECTRE
RELATIVE UPGRADING

GROUP /I

F.E. ELECTRE I I

GROUP ff

1

4.58

5

.86

2

14.00

6

-1. 75

3

7.00

7

.40

4

11.80

8

2.57

ELECTRE II

x

= 9.35

x-

=

.52

s

= 4.32

s

=

1. 78

d'

= 8.83

Tables XV and XVI compare F.E. ELECTRE II and "any" group method
decision adequacy index scores and relative upgrading respectively.

The

difference in scores is 1.22 and 1.27 which demonstrate there is no
difference in their performance.

Thus, F.E. ELECTRE II and "any" group

method have had equivalent group decision quality in that particular
task.

Had the conditions been more complex, F.E. ELECTRE II might have

had a higher chance of improving group decision quality over "any"
group method.
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TABLE XV
FRONT END ELECTRE II AND "ANY" GROUP METHOD
GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES

GROUP II

F.E. ELECTRE II

GROUP /I

1

36.71

9

36.00

2

30.00

10

20.00

3

33.50

11

38.00

4

30.00
x

= 32.55

ANY METHOD

= 31.33

x

s = 3.23

s = 9.87
d = 1.22

TABLE XVI
FRONT END ELECTRE II AND "ANY" GROUP
METHOD RELATIVE UPGRADING

GROUP II

F.E. ELECTRE II

GROUP /I

1

4.58

9

1.71

2

14.00

10

18.00

3

7.00

11

14.00

4

11.80
x =

9.35

s = 4.32

ANY METHOD

x

= 11.24

s = 8.49
d = 1.89

Tables XVI: and XVIII compare ELECTRE II and "any" group method
decision adequacy index scores and relative upgrading respectively.

The
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difference is 14.70 and 10.72 with the group method outperforming
ELECTRE II.

Thus, it appears that in these particular conditions, "any"

group method performed better than ELECTRE II, which suggests again that
the NASA task was not particularly favorable for ELECTRE II.
TABLE XVII
ELECTRE II AND "ANY" GROUP METHOD
GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES

GROUP If

ELECTRE II

GROUP II

ANY METHOD

5

41.00

9

36.00

6

44.13

10

20.00

7

49.40

11

38.00

8

49.60

= 31.33

x

= 46.03

x

s

=

s =

4.20

9.87

d = 14.70

TABLE XVIII
ELECTRE II AND "ANY" GROUP METHOD
RELATIVE UPGRADING

GROUP /I

ELECTRE II

GROUP /I

ANY METHOD

5

.86

9

1.71

6

-1. 75

10

18.00

7

.40

11

14.00

8

2.57
x =

.52

s =

1. 78

d = 10.72

x = 11.24
s = 8.49
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COMPARISON OF OUR RESULTS WITH SPAN (TABLES XIX,
XX, XXI, XXII, XXI II, XXIV)
Tables XIX and XX compare results of our experiments using F.E.
8
ELECTRE II with SPAN (under its different experimental conditions ).

The decision adequacy index scores for the SPAN groups were 35.8, 31.0,
24.6 with an average of 30.47; while group decision adequacy index
scores for F.E. ELECTRE was 32.33.

The relative upgrading scores for

the SPAN groups were 9.78, 8.79, 20.03 with an average of 12.84; while
F.E. ELECTRE II has a relative upgrading of 9.35.

The results show

that there is no substantial difference in the performance of both
methods.

(Although Front End ELECTRE II groups were all ad hoc groups

as compared to the majority of SPAN's which were established.)

(Experi-

ments by Hall and William [1966, Cited in Gilmartin, 1974], mentioned
earlier, had proved that established groups perform better than ad hoc
ones.)

Thus, these results propound that the improved ELECTRE II

developed as part of this thesis performs as well as the much acclaimed
SPAN.

8

For further details, see description of Table IX.
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TABLE XIX
COMPARISON OF OUR RESULTS WITH SPAN. F.E. ELECTRE II
AND SPAN GROUP ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES

GROUP /I

PostSPAN
(no
GROUP 1/ preSPAN)

GROUP II

F.E.E.

PreSPAN

PostSPAN

5'

42

27

8'

22

1

36.71

7'

40

42

13'

25

2

30.00

9'

37

26

14'

32

3

33.50

10'

28

40

15'

24

4

30.00

12'

32

20

16'

20

x

=

35.8

x

= 31.00

- 32.30
x=

x = 24.60
5l:

d = 1.86

= 30.47

TABLE XX
COMPARISON OF OUR RESULTS WITH SPAN. F.E. ELECTREII
AND SPAN GROUP RELATIVE UPGRADING

PostSPAN
(no
preSPAN

GROUP 1/

PreSPAN

PostSPAN

GROUP 1/

5'

6.30

12.55

8'

30.80

1

4.58

7'

9.10

7.10

13'

14.77

2

14.00

9'

6.00

6.50

14'

11.12

3

7.00

10'

10.25

3.37

15'

23.41

4

11.80

x = 9.78

x=

GROUP /I

-x = 20.03

8.70

x'

= 12.84

F.E.E.

x =
d

=

9.35

3.49

Tables XXI and XXII compare results of our experiments using
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ELECTRE II with SPAN under its different experimental conditions.

These

results suggest that ELECTRE II did not perform as well as SPAN.
TABLE XXI
ELECTRE II AND SPAN GROUP
ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES

GROUP II

PreSPAN PostSPAN

GROUP II

PostSPAN
(no
preSPAN)

GROUP II

ELECTRE

5'

42

27

8'

22

5

41. 00

7'

40

42

13'

25

6

44.13

9'

37

26

14'

32

7

49.40

10'

28

40

15'

24

8

49.60

12'

32

20

16'

20

-x =

x = 35.8 x = 31.0

24.6

-x = 46.03
S

x'

= 30.47

d = 15.56

:c

4.20
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TABLE XXII
ELECTRE II AND SPAN RELATIVE UPGRADING

GROUP /I

GROUP /I

ELECTRE II

30.80

5

.86

13'

14.77

6

-1. 75

6.50

14'

11.12

7

.40

10.25

3.37

15'

23.41

8

2.57

17.25

14.00

16'

20.08

GROUP /I

Pre SPAN

5'

6.30

12.55

8'

7'

9.10

7.10

9'

6.00

10'
12'
x

PostSPAN
(no
preSPAN)

PostSPAN

= 9.78 x = 8.70

x

x'

= 20.03

= 12.84

x
s
d

=
=

.52
1. 78

= 12.32

Tables XXIII and XXIV compare our results of "any" group method
with SPAN under its different experimental conditions.

We observe that

there is no difference in the performance of "any" group method with
SPAN, thus both "any" group method and SPAN appear to be equivalent in
the group decision quality of that particular task.
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TABLE XXIII
ANY GROUP METHOD AND SPAN GROUP
ADEQUACY INDEX SCORES

PostSPAN
(no
GROUP # preSPAN)

GROUP /I ANY METHOD

GROUP /I

PreSPAN

PostSPAN

5'

42

27

8'

22

9

36

7'

40

42

13'

25

10

20

9'

37

26

14'

32

11

38

10'

28

40

15'

24

12'

32

20

16'

20

x

= 35.8 -x =

31.0

x

= 24.6

x
s

x' = 30.47

= 31. 33
= 9.87

TABLE XXIV
ANY GROUP METHOD AND SPAN
RELATIVE UPGRADING

PostSPAN
(no
preSPAN)

GROUP /I ANY METHOD

GROUP /I

PreSPAN

PostSPAN

GROUP /I

5;

6.30

12.55

8'

30.80

9

1.71

7'

9.10

7.10

13'

14.77

10

18.00

9'

6.00

6.50

14'

11.12

11

14.00

10'

10.25

3.37

15'

23.41

12'

17.25

14.00

16'

20.08

x =

9.78

x=

8.70

x

x'

=

12.84

-x

= 20.03
d

= 1.60

:: 11.24
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Cui~CLUDING

QUALITATIVE REMARKS

In conclusion, Front End ELECTRE II, "any" group method and SPAN
performed equivalently, i.e. there was no substantial difference in
their performances, while ELECTRE II did not perform as well.

The

relatively poor showing of regular ELECTRE II would tend to support the
contention that the NASA moon survival task was not favorable to
ELECTRE II.

The full value of both regular ELECTRE II and Front End

ELECTRE II can probably be observed only with a task of considerably
more complexity than the NASA moon survival task that was used.

Also

the ELECTRE II methodology was explained in only four minutes which
could have hindered its performance.
Front End ELECTRE II might have even performed better had the
conditions been adequate, i.e. more complexity, more time to explain
how it works and established groups or at least more interested groups
were utilized.
The results also indicate that Front End ELECTRE II developed as part
of this thesis represents a significant improvement to the

origin~l

ELECTRE II.
STATISTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reason for choosing analyses of variance tests is explained
in the last section of chapter IV.
Table XXV shows an analysis of variance table 9 for the different
individual averages prior to utilizing the various group methods
9Due to the lack of availability of statistical packages at the
time at Portland State University, our own programs ~'lere developed and
then checked for accuracy when the former became available later.
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utilized in this thesis (viz. Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II and
"any" group method).

The F-test shows that the observed difference

is not statistically significant (minimum F from tables for two and
eight degrees of freedom is 4.46, while our calculated F is .890009).
Therefore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that states that at
the outset all individuals are similar in their performance, or that
we start with no difference in individual performance before using the
various group methods.
TABLE XXV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR FRONT END ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II
AND "ANY" GROUP METHOD INDIVIDUAL AVERAGES
PRIOR TO USING THESE GROUP TECHNIQUES

SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

SOURCE

DF

SS

MS

Between Groups

K - 1 = 2

49.3318

24.6659

Within Groups

N - K = 8

221. 713

27.7142

Total

N- 1

= 10

F

.890009

271. 045

Table XXVI shows an analysis of variance table for Front End
ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, and "any" group method post group scores (group
decision adequacy index scores).

The F-test shows that the difference

among these techniques is statistically significant (minimum F from tables
for two and eight degrees of freedom is 4.46, while our calculated F is
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7.2318.), i.e. we can reject the null hypothesis that states that Front
End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II and "any" group method group performance are
similar, i.e. there is a difference in the performance of these methods.
TABLE XXVI
ANALYSIS OF VAR:ANCE FOR FRONT END ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, AND
"ANY" GROUP METHOD DECISION INDEX SCORES (1. e. SCORES
AFTER USING THE VARIOUS GROUP TECHNIQUES)

SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

SOURCE

DF

SS

MS

F

7.23181

Between Groups

K- 1

=2

504.224

252.112

Within Groups

N - K = 8

278.893

34.8616

Total

N- 1

= 10

783.117

***For further investigation, we use the Scheffe method:

*n

Y1

and n

1

and

2

Y2

are the number of observations in group 1 and 2 respectively.

are the means of groups 1 and 2 respectively.

This critical ratio should be higher than the critical value.
critical value:

V=

Vdfbet Fex

(one can also use the t-test with MS error term:
t

x

the first term should be higher than the second term for least significant
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difference), (Clarkson, 1976).
Calculations of Scheffe for Table XXIV:
V

=

V2

x 4.46

• CR = 13.48 /

= 2.99
V34.8616 (2/4) = 3.22873

CR is greater than V,therefore the difference between the performance of
F. E. ELECTRE I I and that of ELECTRE II is significant. This implies that
the means of the groups using F. E. ELECTRE II are significantly lower
than the means of the groups using ELECTRE II.
i.e.
• CR

F. E. ELECTRE II outperformed ELECTRE II in that particular task •

= 14.7

/

~34.8616

(1/4 + 1/3)

= 3.2598

CR is greater than V,therefore,the difference is significant between
the performance of "any" group method and ELECTRE II, which implies
that the means of the groups using "any" group method are significantly
lower than the means of the groups using ELECTRE II, 1. e. "any" group
method outperformed ELECTRE II in that particular task.
Table XXVI! shows an analysis of variance table for the relative
upgrading due to F. E. ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, and "any" method.

The

F-test shows a significant difference (minimum F from the tables for
2 and 8 degrees of freedom is 4.46, while our calculated F is 4.68916),
i.e. we can reject the null hypothesis that states that the upgrading
in Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II and "any" group method is similar
or that any improvement observed is only due to chance (in 95% of the
cases).
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Scheffe:

v = 2.99
• CR = (9.97 - .52) /

V27.5605 (2/4)

= 2.54568

CR less then V for F. E. ELECTRE II AND ELECTRE II, i.e. the upgrading
difference is not significant •
• CR = (11.24 - .52) / V27.5605 (1/4 + 1/3) = 2.67359
CR is less than V for "anyll group method and ELECTRE II, i.e. the upgrading difference is not significant.
TABLE XXVII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR FRONT END ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, AND
"ANY" GROUP METHOD DECISION INDEX SCORES (Le. SCORES
AFTER USING THE VARIOUS GROUP TECHNIQUES)

SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE VARIANCE
SOURCE

DF

Between Groups

K- 1

Within Groups

N - K

Total

N- 1

SS

=2
=8
= 10

MS

258.472

129.236

220.484

27.5606

F

4.68916

478.956

COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE THREE
METHODS USED IN THIS INVESTIGATION (TABLE XXVIII)
Table XXVIII summarizes part of the results of this study by comparing the means and standard deviations of the 3 techniques used in this
investigation.
1.

Two important aspects are observed.

Front End ELECTRE II and "any" group method upgrade the perform-

ance of the group as compared to the averages of the individual scores of
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group members.

Thus, in that specific instance (the NASA task and a

sample of students at PSU) we observe a group decision quality higher
than the averages of the individual decision making ability.
We should realize the importance of such a discovery since policy
decisions are more often than not, taken in groups and not by individuals
alone.

A development in any group decision making technique should be

considered an important step ahead.
2.

The Front End ELECTRE II and ELECTRE II means differ signifi-

cantly at the .05 level (an analysis of variance and a Scheffe test were
used).

This indicates that the means of the Front End ELECTRE II groups

is significantly lower than the means of ELECTRE II which imply that the
improved ELECTRE II (developed as part of this work) performed better
than ELECTRE II, a recent, yet well established, technique that prominent scientists have used to solve international problems.

IOU
TABLE XXVI II
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FRONT END
ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, AND "ANY" GROUP METHOD
Means and S.D.
prior to utilize group
method
EXPERIMENT I
F. E. ELECTRE

Post group
method means
and S.D.

EXPERIMENT I I
ELECTRE II

EXPERIMENT III
"any" group
method

9.35

32.55

41.90
s = 1.50

Difference
Scores

s

= 3.23

s = 4.32

46.55

46.03

.52

s = 5.21

s = 4.20

s = 1. 78

42.57

31. 33

11.25

s = 8.17

s = 9.87

s = 8.49

ANOVA
.05

ANOVA
.05

Scheffe
.05

Scheffe
.05

COMPARISON OF SPAN'S AND NONSPAN'S MEANS
WITH FRONT END ELECTRE II's MEANS
1.

A t-test was used to compare the individual averages of members

prior to utilizing Front End ELECTRE II and the individual averages of
members prior to utilizing SPAN (under its three different experimental
conditions, using SPAN's [prior] means as norms).

The within groups error

term of the F-test (for means prior to the three treatments examined in
this study) was used (Clarkson, 1976).
t

c

=y

- Il

Where Il:

Vs2/n
y:

Gilmartin's (pre) meantreated
as norm
Individual average means of
members prior to utilizing
Front End ELECTRE II
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2
s:

n:

i.

within

g't"0!.!PB

",rror term

number of groups in (pre) Front
End ELECTRE II

Individual averages prior to utilizing Front End ELECTRE
II and pre SPAN (i.e. SPAN with no human relations training workshop).
t

ii.

c

= 41. 90

- 45.58

= -1.40

V27.7142/4

Individual averages prior to utilizing Front End ELECTRE
II and post SPAN (1. e, the same subjects as pre SPAN after
a forty-hoer human relations workshop),
t

iii.

c

= 41. 90

- 39.70

=

1.22

V27.7142/4

Individual averages prior to utilizing Front End ELECTRE
II and post SPAN with no pre SPAN (i.e. SPAN with a human
relations training workshop with no pre SPAN).
t

c

= 141-;,::9=0=-==44=,::-6...;:;..3

=

-1.04

V27.7l42/4

For a Two-Tailed Test:
The value of t at .025 significance level and 8 degrees of freedom
is 2.262.

The difference between the hypothesized value and the sample

mean tested in i, ii, and iii above is not significant at the 5% level,
The results suggest that the performances of participants in both methods
are equivalent at the outset,
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For a One-Tailed Test:
The value of t at .05 significance level and 8 degrees of freedom
is 1.860.
2.

The results are similar to the two-tailed test.
In order to show that Front End ELECTRE II provides an equally

good basis for group decision making as SPAN, a t-test was applied (Clarkson 1976), using the within groups error term of the 3 treatments examined
in this study (Le. Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, and "any" group method).
The F-test results were:
alternative hypothesis:
where

J.l

l

J.l

=

1

J.l

> J.l

3

: is the mean for Front End ELECTRE II.

J.l :

is the mean for ELECTRE II.

J.l :

is the mean for "any" group method.

2

3

2

From the above 3 techniques we chose to compare Front End ELECTRE II
(J.l

l

) with SPAN (using SPAN as a norm) since the former is our main concern.
t

c

= -y

- J.l

Where~:

F

-y:
2

s:
n:

i.

Gilmartin's (SPAN) meantreated
as norm
Front End ELECTRE II mean
within groups error term
number of groups in Front End
ELECTRE II

Front End ELECTRE II and pre SPAN (i.e. SPAN with no human relations training workshop).
t

32.30 - 35.8

c

= ~====-=-

V

34.8616/4

=

-1.19
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ii.

Front End ELECTRE II and post SPAN (i.e. the same subjects
as pre SPAN after a forty-hour human relations workshop).
t

iii.

c

c:

32.30 - 31.0

=

.44

V34.86l6/4

Front End ELECTRE II and post SPAN with no pre SPAN (i.e.
SPAN with a human relations training workshop with no pre
SPAN)
t

c

= 32.30

- 24.6

= 2.61

V34.86l6/4

For a Two-Tailed Test:
The value of t at .025 significance level and 8 degrees of freedom
is 2.262.

The difference between the hypothesized value and the sample

mean tested in i and ii above is not significant at the 5% level.

The

results suggest that Front End ELECTRE II provides an equally good basis
for group decision making as pre SPAN and post SPAN with pre SPAN.

The

difference between the norm and the sample mean tested in iii above is
significant at the 5% level.

This suggests that Front End ELECTRE II did

not. perform as well as post SPAN with no pre SPAN.

We conclude that at

the 5% level and conditions iii the sample mean is significantly higher
than the norm.
For a One-Tailed Test:
The value of t at .05 significance level and 8 degrees of freedom
is 1.860. The results are similar to the two-tailed test.
The t-test introduces a higher probability of type I error (rejecting a true null hypothesis) than an F-test.

But we cannot use the F-test
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in this instance since we cannot assure the randomization of all participants.

Another limitation here is that we are not considering the vari-

ance in SPAN (since we have chosen it as norm).

Had we considered the

variance, the finding does change" and all SPAN's results become equivalent to Front End ELECTRE II.
This point raises the suggestion that, ideally, SPAN should have
been included as an actual part of the experimental design of this study,
(of course, other limitations prevented that).
3.

In order to show that Front End ELECTRE II provides an equally

good basis for group decision making as NONSPAN, a t-test was applied,
using the within groups error term of the 3 treatments investigated in
this study (Le. Front End ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, and "any" group methad).
~:

i.

Front End ELECTRE II and pre NONSPAN
t

ii.

c

=

32.30 - 32

=

.10

V34.S6l6/4

Front End ELECTRE II and post NONSPAN
t

iii.

Gilmartin's (NONSPAN) mean
treated as norm.

c

= 32.30 - 33 = -.24

V34. 8616/4

Front End ELECTRE II and post NONSPAN with no pre NONSPAN •
t

c

=

32.30 - 30.66
V34.S616/4

=

.56

lOS
The results are the same as case 1, i.e. there is no significant
difference between Front End ELECTRE II and NONSPAN at the .05 significance level, which indicates that both are equivalent methods to solve
the NASA task.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
CONCLUDING REMARKS:
1.

GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

The Author performed an analysis of variance on all three me-

thods used to solve the NASA task in this investigation (viz.
ELECTRE II, ELECTRE II, and "any" group method).

Front End

A significant statisti-

cal difference was observed (i.e. the null hypothesis, stating that all
used methods were equivalent as measured by the decision adequacy index
scores and the relative upgradings due to the various methods utilized,
cannot be accepted); which indicates that one or more of these techniques
differ in their decision quality output from the rest.
Scheffe's method was used to further investigate the statistical
significant difference.

The difference in the case of ELECTRE II was

enough to reject the null hypothesis regarding decision adequacy index
scores.

This means that the obtained or observed

diffe~ences

in decision

quality output in the case of ELECTRE II are not in the realm of expected
chance variation, i.e. there is some difference in the performance of the
methods used.
2.

A t-test was then used to compare the individual averages of

members prior to utilizing Front End ELECTRE II and the individual averages of members prior to utilizing SPAN (under its three differentexperimental conditions, using 'prior' means as norms).

The within-groups

error term of the F-test (for the means prior to the three treatments
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examined in this study) was used.

The results suggest that we cannot re-

ject the first null hypothesis that states that the performances of subjects are equivalent at the outset.
A t-test was also used to compare the Front End ELECTRE II and SPAN
(under its three different experimental conditions) decfsion adequacy index scores, using SPAN's means as norms.

The within groups error term of

the F-test (for the three treatments investigated in this present study)
was used.

The results suggest that Front End ELECTRE II and SPAN appear

to be equivalent methods to solve the NASA task.
Finally, a t-test was used to compare Front End ELECTRE II and NONSPAN (under its three different experimental conditions) decision adequacy index scores, using NONSPAN's means as norms.

The within-groups

error term of the F-test for the three treatments examined in this study
was used. The results indicate that Front End ELECTRE II and NONSPAN appear to be equivalent methods to solve the NASA task.
In conclusion, the majority of methods used by the Author and Gilmartin viz. Front End Electre II, "any" group method, SPAN and NONSPAN
are equivalent in the decision quality output concerning the specific
case of the NASA task as tested on students in PSU and employees of the
Veterans Administration Hospital, Tucson, Arizona.
perform as well.

ELECTRE II did not

The relatively poor showing of ELECTRE II would tend

to support the contention that the NASA moon survival task was not favorable to ELECTRE II.

The full value of both ELECTRE II and Front End

ELECTRE II can probably be observed only with a task of considerably more
complexity than the NASA moon survival task that was used.

Also theELEC-

TRE II methodology was explained in only 4 minutes which could have hindered its performance.
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Front End ELECTRE II might have even performed better had the conditions been adequate, Le. more complexity, more time (than 4 minutes) to
explain how it works, and established groups or at least more interested
groups than were utilized.
3.

Front End ELECTRE II scored better than ELECTRE II.

It showed

a significant improvement when compared with ELECTRE II, a recent, yet,
well established technique that prominent scientists have used to solve
international problems.

We should realize the importance of such a dis-

covery since policy decisions are more often than not, taken in groups
and not by individuals alone.

A development in any group decision tech-

nique is of great potential importance.

However, one should bear in

mind that the circumstances were unfavorable for the use of a complex
method such as ELECTRE II.
4.

We should also realize that the choice of the NASA task was not

the most favorable for Front End ELECTRE II since that task represents a
measure of the amount of information rather than a measure of complexity
of the problem.

(This task was chosen, however, due to the advantages

listed - the experimental design section).
5.

Front End ELECTRE II and "any" group method upgraded the per-

formance of the individuals forming the group and thus ameliorated the
decision quality output of the group versus that of the individuals.

In

that instance, we observe a group decision quality higher than the averages of the individual decision making ability.
The currently available group decision making methods improve the
quality of decisions substantially.
grading) human intelligence.

This is tantamount to enhancing (up-

With further development, such techniques

are expected to improve to a point where they will revolutionize the
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decision making quality output.
If SPAN increases the effective I.Q. of the problem solving group
as claimed by its developers; then Front End ELECTRE II might do the
same for even more complex problems (i.e. those policy issues which cannot be crammed into an optimization technique).

So any slight improve-

ment in these policies or strategies will constitute substantial contribution.
6.

The designed "front end" for ELECTRE II is probably not the

optimum "front end" that can be developed.
wanted to test the idea of a front end.

The author of this study

The results have shown the

idea to work for that specific task.
7.

One should further note that all our groups were ad hoc groups,

(i.e. no emotional commitment, no interest).

Also there was no adequate

time for the participants to assimilate the ELECTRE II technique.

Better

results might have been obtained were the task more complex.
8.

An alternative (and possibly better) experimental design would

have been to include SPAN as a fourth treatment among Front End ELECTRE
II, ELECTRE II, and "any" group method.
F-test on all methods used.

We then could have performed an

Two drawbacks appear, though, the number of

students needed for such an endeavor would increase substantially the
man-hours needed to conduct such research.

The impracticability of form-

ing a forty-hour human relations program which simulates that of the Gilmartin experiment of these are limiting factors in view of the resources
available.
9.

An alternative way to carry out the statistical analysis would

have been possible if we were interested in the incividual performances.
We would have performed a nested analysis of variance, (Clarkson, 1976).

1lQ
In our case, this would not have worked, however, since we are interested in the group performances rather than the individual performances.
Also the individual performance after using any particular group method
is definitely affected by the group discussion.

Thus, the scores in

that case would not be representative of the actual individual performances.
GUIDELINES FOR USING FRONT END ELECTRE II
General
1.

Front End ELECTRE II should be used in complex problems where

human information alone is insufficient for good performance (i.e. where
analysis and evaluation are important but difficult).
2.

The potential benefits of a superior method are not automati-

cally forthcoming.
thods work best.

It might be that in hurried situations, simpler meCertain conditions are required for complex techniques

to work well (e.g. adequate time, training in use of the methods, etc ••• ).
3.

The interest and commitment of the user in the method as an

effective problem solving device would appear to be important.
4.

Established groups may be able to assimilate new methods like

Front End ELECTRE II more rapidly than ad hoc groups.
For the User
1.

The degree of participant motivation is probably more critical

for the more complex methodologies like Front End ELECTRE II than for
simple or intuitive methods due to the greater effort that is required.
In other words, better methods may well require more effort by the user.
2.

Knowledge of the problem:

understanding the task fully,
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understanding different indices of performance and their relative importance, is essential for good Front End ELECTRE II results.
3.

Lack of good technical and factual data cannot be overcome

by superior analysis with a method such as Front End ELECTRE II.
4.

Adequate time for the user to understand the method and think

about each entry is important.

More complex methods require more start-

up time.
5.

Crucial:

The assignment of different weights to criteria, if

applicable, and different coefficients to the various items is crucial,
i.e. individuals should be willing to make judgments.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The NASA task chosen in this thesis could be viewed as a measure
of the amount of information available in the group rather than a measure
of problem solving ability in a complex environment.

Having developed an

improved version of ELECTRE II in this thesis, future researchers could
conduct a controlled experiment where the prime variable was the complexity of the task and where the amount of information available in the
"group" was carefully controlled.
The "front" end developed in this study seemed to upgrade the performance of ELECTRE II in the specific NASA task.

Future improvements on

the "front end" are both possible and desirable.
The notion of using other existing research for comparison or analysis may lead to extracting knowledge from the myriad of individual research efforts and the hundreds of mute dissertations.

The concept of

comparing and analyzing accumulated research ("review" research as compared to "original" research) and extracting relevant implications is a
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complex and important methodological problem to which future researchers
should focus

O~,

(Glass, 1976).

This thesis attempted one small step in

this direction by' using SPAN results as a norm for comparison as well as
using the usual naive controls.
One should exercise caution in generalizing from the findings of
the reserach.

A student population may not have exactly the same

teristics as a real life decision making team.

chara~

For example, it is pos-

sible that the Front End ELECTRE II may have helped the relatively inexperienced students more than it would help a broader sample of decision makers.

In other words, a more experienced group might benefit

less from the Front End ELECTRE II than a less experienced one.
question could be addressed in future research.

This
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APPENDIX A
A VERBATIM COPY OF THE MATERIAL SUPPLIED TO THE PARTICIPANTS
tlMtE,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GROUP__________________________

N1\SA '1'IISK
Inst_r~_t_i}2n.~:

You arc a l:1ember of a space cr~'" originally scheduled
,"lth a mothC'r ~hip on the light~j surface of the moon_
Due: to r:",ch.1nical dif!'icultics. hrr.,evC'r. your ship WLIS forced to land
at a S!=,Ol SC;'C 200 mi~(:,; (l'om the rcndC'I:Vol:S ?oin::. llt:ring re-entry
and l .. nd! 1l'J. !!ll.:ch of the c'!t: ip~.ent "bo:!rd "".':; d;II:1.l'jed ,.nd. S lnce
surviv"l d"pCnC9 on rcaching lh~ MothC'r Shlp. the Most critical
items av"i l;~ble onust !.lr~ chosen for l~,'~ 200 ;:'lle trip,
6-:;,10'" are
listed till' 1:: items l'!tl l.ntact LInd und.~ma'Jed aftC'r 1andl.llg. Your
task is to rDnk orJer them in ter~s or thel~ i~portance for your
crew.in ,.11cNlr.g ther.1 to re.)ch the !'C'nc1c~vous pOlnt. ;>lClce the nu:nber 1 by the most lr.;portant l.t!':n. th,=, nll,.,!Je!' .£ by the sccond most
ir~portant. and so on through nun.ber 15. the least important.
to

rt:nd~~vo·JS

a)

Box of matches

b)

Fo~d

c)

50 feet of nylon rope

d)

Parachute silk

e)

Pcrtable heating unit

f)

TWo .45 calibre pistols

q)

One case dehydrated Pet milk

h)

TWo 100 lb. tanks of oxygen

i)

Stellar map (of the moon's constellation)

j)

Life raft

k)

_____ Magnetic compass

concentrate

1)

S Gallons of Water

m)

Signal flares

n)

First aid kit containing

0)

Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter

Figure 3.

inj~ction ~ecdles

NASA Moon Survival Problem.
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Decision Instructions for F. E. ELECTRE II Groups:
The following instructions will be given to members of the F. E.
ELECTRE II groups:
This is an exercise in group decision making.
use the method of F. E. ELECTRE II.

Your group is to

To arrive at the final decision

you are to answer the questionnaire then you are to fill the matrix
through the ELECTRE II method that will be explained to you on the board.
The questionnaire should help elucidate your preferences as to
the relevant criteria in that particular problem.

Through your answers

to the questionnaire you might discover new criteria or assign different
ratings than you would originally have done.
After answering the questionnaire, you are to solve the problem
with the ELECTRE II method.

The ELECTRE II matrix can be filled out

(individually) either during and/or after group discussion.
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Name:-----------------------Ciroup number: --------

O.

L

The following questions are to help provide a general ba\ckground perspective
prior to filling out the ELECTRE n matrix.
1.

Carefully define the problem (or the task).

Z.

Notice the ~ given in the pl'oblem definition.

3.

Try to determine who are the most knowledgeable. not necessarily the
most vocal group men'1bera. with respect to the problem at hand (t. e.
the moon survival problem).

4.

Recheck and reevaluate auurnption& or judgments you have made about
the situation.
'
[You do not need to be consistent with your original individual decisions
on the NASA task. In fact. you ought to solve the problem, the second
time through, better. if you are able].

The folhwing questions are to help you fill out column 1 of the ELECTRE II matrix.
5.

What are the criteria on which you will base (weigh) your decision?
(fill in column 1 in your ELECTRE II matrix).

5a. Carefully read instructions for column 1.
II.

The following questions are t'l help you fill out column Z of the ELECTR E II matrix.
6.

Auign weights or importance to the.e criteria (i. e. fUI in column Z in
your ELECTRE II matrix ).

6a. Carefully read instructions for column Z.
7.

It ill generally better not t'l have all the wellhts identical unleu they really
are.

III. The following questions are to help you fill out column 3 of the "ELECTRE II matrix.

8.

[first: hint]: would it be helpful to group items into definitely important.
maybe important, and not imp')rtant?
9. [second hint]: for difficult rating decisi?ns, c?mparing Z items may help you
decide which should be rated higher.
10. Carefully read instructions for column 3.

Name: -------- __ _
Group number: ---DIRECTIONS:

Each iudividual should fill out the foll'lwing matrix.
discussion.

COLUMN 2

COLUMN I

Assign weights
or importance
to your criteria
(0-10) [where
heavier weights
indicate greater
importance]

List the criteria
that should be
used to judge
the usefulness
of equipment
items.

It may be done either during and/or after group

COLUMN 3
Consider th,. first equipment item and the first ,.::r~terion.
• Does the it€'m fulfill (.'Jr is it useful in meeting) that criterhn?
- if no, enter 0
- if yes, rate the relative degree of fulfillment ')11 a scale from \-5
[where l=bad, 2=£air. 3=average, 4=good, 5=perfect fulfillment].
• Repeat the same fo r all c riteri a.
• Repeat the same for all items filling ')ne column at a time.

OJ

...f

",c"

#' c,,0c:- ~o~
~ 'b
c:°
-'I'
4,0 ~:.;,
c".

k

"",0

~o

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I-'
N
W
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1.

2.

3.

Name:

Class:

Group Number:

Age:

Academic Major:

Sex:

Which of these categories best describe your background:
Fine Arts:

Business:

Humanities:

Hard Sciences:

Social Sciences:

Other:

Indicate the highest level of Mathematics you have achieved?
very poor:

2nd year college:

high school maths.:

3rd year college:

1st yea .. college:

higher:

Indicate your degree of competence in Maths:
1-5 where:

4.

(Answer on a scale from

l=bad, 2=fair, 3=average, 4=good, 5=excellent)

Do you consider yourself proficient in social

scien~es

subjects?

(Answer on a scale from 1-5, like the above rating)

5.

How confident are you in the perceived quality of your decision?
(3=fu11y, 2=average, l=not at all)

6.

Indicate the degree of your satisfaction with the process (or the method) used to arrive at the decision.

(3=very satisfied, 2=satisfied,

l=not satisfied)

This demographic questionnaire was also given to members of the
ELECTRE II groups and self-determination groups.
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Decision Instructions for ELECTRE II Groups:
The following instructions will be given to members of the ELECTRE
II groups:
This is an exercise in group decision making.
use the method of ELECTRE II.

Your group is to

To arrive at the final decision you are

to fill the matrix:
1.

choose criteria;

2.

assign weights or importance for these criteria;

3.

grade each object according to its fulfillment of criteria.
If the object does not fulfill the criterion, leave blank.

The ELECTRE II matrix to to be filled out individually either during
and/or after group discussion.

The ELECTRE II matrix (presented 2 pages earlier) follows.
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Decision Instructions for Self-Determination Groups:
The following instructions will be given to members of the selfdetermination groups:
This is an exercise in group decision making.

Your group is to

use the method of self-determination in which the members will arrive
at a group decision by whatever procedure the group adopts or devises.
Each of you can contribute positively to the final group decision
by making correct judgments.

The final goal of the task is to develop

the best possible group decision.
Would one member of the group please write the letters indicating
the group's final rankings on the single blank problem sheet provided
for this purpose.

NASA sheet and demographic questionnaire follows.

APPENDIX B
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
We have the following elements when we have a problem of choice
of multiple attributes:

(Castano, 1975)

A set of objects (AI' A2 , •••• , An) among which a choice should
be made. We can call this set (A).
A set of viewpoints, criteria or attributes (PI' P2'····' Pn)'
according to which the objects should be judged. We can call
this set (P).
The preference among the attributes {criteria} is assumed to be
known in ELECTRE so that the attributes can be weighted according to
their importance or desirability.

This is a severe limitant of the

applicability of the method, since in various real situations the decision maker is not able to define his preferences consistently.

(The

Front End of ELECTRE II should provide a remedy to this limitation).
We should also be aware that the use of weights presupposes the additivity of the objectives which this constitutes.
For every viewpoint or criterion, a set of appreciations should
be defined; as examples, we have:
(excellent, good, fair, poor, bad)
{A, B, C, D, E, F}
(30, 25, 20, 15, 10)
(1, 0) or (acceptable and not acceptable)
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For every viewpoint or criterion, a mapping of the appreciation
into a numerical scale is defined, in such a way that the two consecutive appreciations is to be-proportional to the importance of the viewpoint (criterion).
Finally, the viewpoints or criteria are weighted according to
their importance; and every object is graded with respect to each viewpoint (criterion), either utilizing the appreciation or directly giving
the corresponding scale values.
Outranking Relations:
The ELECTRE II method is founded on the primary concept of an outranking relation (introduced by Benayoun, Roy, Sussmann, 1966), which
is a binary relation defined on X such that:
(x, y

£

"x pref y" or (x S y) or

X) translates a preference of x relative to y in spite of charac-

teristics 1 and 2 referred to in the introduction of this work.
The above definition does not imply that the binary outranking
relation S is transitive.

Actually, if one can take the risk to accept

x S y and y S z, it does not necessarily result that one can take the risk
to accept x S z:
cording to S.

since x and z can be incommensurable or incomparable acOne can even have z S x (which creates a circuit).

When-

ever two objects x and x' appear indifferent it is natural to adopt x S x'
and x' S x.

Even when S is not transitive, it will be legitimate to con-

sider two objects x and x' as indifferent belonging to a same circuit in

s.
In ELECTRE II, an outranking relation is defined according to a
concord test and a non-discord test between criteria:

For every pair

(x,y) of objects of X, we accept the risk to decide "x outranks y" if
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a concord test and a non-discord are satisfied.
Concord Test (Grolleau and Tergny, 1971)
We ask the DM to define for each criterion i an importance p.
1

(notion related to weight but will result in no multiplication with
y.(x».

For each pair (x,y) three super criteria (trichotomy) of set

1

I are then computed as follows:

Let:
1+ (x,y) = [ih (x) > yi(y)]

i

I = (x,y) = [ih (x) = 'Yi(Y)]

i

I

(x,y) = [ih. (x) < 'Yi(Y)]
1

We make the nonrestrictive hypotheses of preferences increasing
proportionally to the Y and introduce:
i
p+ (x,y) =

p= (x,y) =
p- (x,y)

P

= p+

=

E
iE:I+
E=
ie:I
E_
ie:I

Pi

for (x,y)

Pi

for (x,y)

p.

for (x,y)

1

+ p= + p

Then, the concord test may be satisfied if:
{p+ (x,y) + p = (x,y)} / p

~

C

and if:
p+ (x,y) / p

(x,y)

>

1

c being a parameter (minimum level of concordance), the value of which
one may choose.

(More sophisticated formula may easily be imagined).
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In other words, the concord test is satisfied if the relative importance
in the set of n criteria of "super-criteria" formed from the union for
which x is better than y is "sufficiently strong."
A more compact form for the concord index is:
measure of the agreement with the hypothesis:

c

xy

is defined as a

"x is preferred to y" and

is computed as:
c

=

xy

L
kEC

L

xy

TIki kEP

TI
k
xy

where:
c

xy

TIk

= {k:

= the

(x is not preferred to y according to viewpoint k), (k

E

P) }

weight of viewpoint k.

Non-Discord Test (Castano, 1975)
D

xy

D = {k:
xy

is the set:
(x is not preferred to y according to viewpoint k), (k E P) }

then, non-discord index d
is defined as the sth element of the dexy, s
creasing ordered set R, where:

R

= { rk

where:
Yk(x) is the scale value of the appreciation of object x according to
viewpoint k, and RMAX is the absolute scale range among all viewpoints
defined (Castano, 1975).
We then use concord and non-discord indices to form graphs.
graph is defined as follows:

A
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G (p,q,s)

=G

(Z,U)

Where A is the set of nodes corresponding to the set of objects, and U,
the set of arcs defined as follows:
arc (x,y)

£

U

iff:

a) x :f y
b)

c

> p,

c)

d xy'

xy-

s~q

0

~p

< 1

O~9 <

1

When we reduce the value of p we are actually relaxing the requirements about the degree of agreement necessary to declare that "x is preferred to y."

When we increase the value of q we are willing to declare

that "x is preferred to y" against a higher degree of opposition from the
s

th

strongest opponent.

Finally, making sak, k=l, 2, ••• , m is equivalent

to disregarding the "opinion" of the (k-l) strongest opponents when declaring that "x is preferred to y."
The graph G (p, q, s) is not necessarily complete nor transitive.
We assume that all nodes in a circuit are equivalent.

This will permit

the reduction of G (p, q, s) to a circuit free graph G' (p, q, s).

The

set of nodes of the graph G' are then divided into two exclusive subsets:
1) the core (N), consisting of all nodes in G; that are not dominated by
any other node (this also includes the isolated or non-comparable nodes);
2) The complement of the core (N), consists of all nodes that are dominated by some other node.

A set theoretic definition of the core is:

Given the transitive graph G' (A,U) where A is the set of nodes and U
is the set of (oriented) arcs, the core N is the set of nodes such that:
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NC A, E = N (the complement of N with respect to A)

"Ix EN,

3 YEN

are (y,x) E U, and

Vx, YEN, are (x,y) ~ U and arc (y,x) ~ U.
The core for a given (p, q, s) is the output of ELECTRE I.

If the

core contains one node, this node becomes the best choice reflecting the
DM's preferences expressed by the weights of the viewpoints (criteria),
and the weakness or strength of the comparisons implied by the values
p, q, s.

In general, the closer p, q, s is to the unanimity graph

1, 0, 1, the strcnger the choice is.

If the core contains more than

one node, then the choice set is generally smaller (less elements) than
the original one.

(We then rank order according to ELECTRE II).

APPENDIX C
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE:

(USING THE ELECTRE II METHOD)
3 REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PLANS

ALTERNATE
SETS OF CRITERIA WEIGHTS

EVALUATION CRITERIA

A

B

C

Technical Feasibility. #1

20

10

15

4

(0 - 20)

Cost.

112

9

6

12

3

(0 - 12)

Reduced Death Rate.

#3

6

8

6

2

(0 - 8)

l3-egional Needs.

114

8

4

6

2

(0 - 8)

Misc.

#5

4

8

6

1

(0 - 8)

Test to determine if one plan is preferred to another; compare all pairs
of plans.
First pair compared

= A and

B:

TEST III
A strongly preferred to B if c
Where c

l

I

~

3/4

is obtained in the following manner:

For each criterion on which A is preferred to B, find the weight of that
criterion.

Sum the weights in those instances and divide by the sum of

the weights for all criteria.
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A > B

wt.

all wts.

#1

yes

4

4

#2

yes

3

3

2

#3

114
#5

2

yes

2
1

12

9

9/12

= 3/4 test 111
is therefore passed.

TEST #2
Strength of disagreement (i.e. B > A) is not too great on any criterion.
In other terms, if d
Where d

l

l

~

1/4

is obtained in the following manner:

Select criterion of greatest disagreement; and divide actual difference
(i.e. B - A) by total possible difference (i.e. the range in that scale).
B > A

(B - A):

Amt.

Scale

(B - A) / Scale

111
112
113

yes

2

(0 - 8)

2/8

= 1/4

yes

4

(0 - 8)

4/8

= 1/2

114
115

#5 has the greatest disagreement; test 2 not passed.
Since test #2 is not passed at d
1
preferred to B.

= 1/4

limit, Then A is not Strongly

Yet, if we relax the d limit to d

2

= 1/2,

then A can

be weakly preferred to B, (given that test #3 is passed also).
set d
Note:

= 1/2

(We will

so that A can be weakly preferred to B).

If it is not possible to get A even weakly preferred to B, then no
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lines will be drawn in the graphing stage.
TEST 113
The number of disagreement s < 3
Where sis the number of instances of disagreement (i.e. where B

= 2,

this case s

>

A).

In

therefore test 113 is passed.

Therefore A is weakly preferred to B.
REPEAT for

pairs~

TEST Itl

A vs. C

111

A and C, Band C.

A> C

wt.

yes

4

yes

2

all wts.

112

1f3
1f4
115

12

6

C

l

= 6/12 = 1/2;

c l is not> 3/4, therefore test 111 is not passed.

the first test is not passed, then there is no sense in continuing.
cide not to, therefore not even a weak preference exists.
TEST Itl

C vs. B
C

B

>

wt.

111

yes

4

112

yes

3

yes

2

all wts.

#3
114
#5

Therefore

9
~

C

1

3/4 and test III passed.

12

9/12

= 3/4

If
De-
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TEST 112

C vs. B
B> C

B- C

Scale

yes

2

(0 - 8)

2/8

(0 - 8)

2/8 - 1/4

(B -C) / Scale

III
112
113

= 1/4

114
yes

115

d is not > 1/4, therefore test 112 passed.

C vs. B

TEST #3

Number of instances of disagreement (i.e. where B

>

C was not more than

3, therefore test #3 passed.

Because all 3 tests have passed, we can say that C strongly preferred to

B.
CONCLUSION - SUMMARY
C is strongly preferred to B

A is weakly preferred to B
A vs. C indifferent
GRAPH

/

B

/
/
/

/
/

A

Going out

C

(rank largest number of nodes first)

strongly

C> B

2 nodes

weakly

A> B

2 nodes
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Coming to
strongly
weakly

(rank smallest number of nodes first)

C
A

<
<

B
B

2 nodes
2 nodes

The final (called median) ranking is obtained by summing the 2 rankings
and dividing by 2.

APPENDIX D
ELECTRE II COMPUTER PROGRAM
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